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Abstract

During the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) crisis, governments around the world have imple-

mented large-scale anti-contagion policies to contain the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in

combination with a series of economic policies to mitigate the economic damage, such as the

provision of subsidies. In this study, we evaluate the short-run trade-off between the epidemi-

ological and economic goals as well as the potential medium-run benefits of the anti-contagion

and economic policies using a survey on Japanese small business managers’ expectations about

the pandemic, policies, and firm performance. We find three main results. First, Japan’s anti-

contagion policy, the unenforceable state of emergency declaration, decreased year-on-year sales

by 5 percentage points in April 2020 compared to March. Firms’ expectations significantly

improved in the week that the emergency state was partially lifted and the government an-

nounced clear guidelines for lifting the emergency state. Second, we find that simple lump-sum

government benefits improved firms’ prospects for survival by exploiting a discontinuity in the

eligibility criteria. However, firms did not yet expect to use short-time work compensation,

which requires additional review, time, and costs. Third, managers expected the medium-run

recovery of their firms’ performance to depend on when infections would end and whether the

Olympic Games could be held, indicating that stringent short-run anti-contagion policies could

complement the longer-run economic goal. This study contributes to the policy debate about

the optimal economic and epidemiological policies under the pandemic by quantifying the key

effects of the policies.
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1 Introduction

The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, which started in early 2020, had already resulted

in more than 7 million confirmed cases and 400,000 deaths worldwide by June 2020. Large-scale

social anti-contagion policies, such as the lockdown of cities, temporary closure of businesses, and

prohibition of group gatherings, have been employed throughout the world to contain the spread of

infection (Hsiang et al., 2020; Flaxman et al., 2020), through the reduction of mobility and contact

(Zhang et al., 2020). These anti-contagion policies inevitably have been accompanied by a deep

recession in the world economy. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

forecasts GDP growth rates of its members in the second quarter of 2020 to range from -2% in

Korea to -15% in Spain (OECD, 2020). This short-run trade-off between health and wealth (Glover

et al., 2020) even polarized society into two those who wish to control the spread of the virus and

those who emphasize the economic down-side (Allcott et al., 2020). At the same time, governments

have introduced several economic policies to soften the economic damage of anti-contagion policies,

such as massive injections of money into lending markets and the provision of direct subsidies to

households and firms. Referring to the experience of the 1918 Spanish Flu, Jordà et al. (2020)

argued that the lockdown policy could benefit both health and the economy in the long run.1 To

make the correct decisions under crisis, governments need to understand this type of short-run

economic and epidemiological trade-off as well as the potential long-run benefits of anti-contagion

and economic policies.

In this study, we evaluate this short-run trade-off between the containment of SARS-Cov-2

infection and the damage to the economy, and we evaluate the potential medium-run economic

benefits of the anti-contagion policies, with a focus on small businesses, which are most vulnerable

to the economic crisis. We study this issue in the context of Japan, where the number of new

infections surged from March to April 2020, followed by the declaration of emergency state, which

led to the request for widespread temporary business suspension and workers to stay at home. At

the same time, the Japanese government introduced a series of new subsidy schemes to rescue small

businesses. The Japanese case is unique in that the attempt to contain infections was tied to a

longer-term economic goal, namely, the possibility of hosting the Tokyo Summer Olympic Games.

Thus, Japan’s short-run stringent anti-contagion policies could lead to a longer-run economic goal,

thereby providing an ideal case for evaluating the short-run tension between epidemiological and

economic goals as well as the longer-run complementarity between these two goals.

First, we investigate how the declaration of the emergency state and the business suspension

request hurt the performance of small businesses, while evaluating the policy’s effects on the growth

rate of infections. Second, we study whether the subsidy schemes helped small business to survive

and changed their decisions, such as those on investment and employment. Finally, we determine

the medium-run economic impacts of successfully controlling SARS-Cov-2 infection, particularly,

how much business performance would improve if the number of new infections were kept to zero

1However, their empirical results were later criticized for not being robust (Lilley et al., 2020).
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and whether the situation could stabilize enough for Japan to host the Tokyo Olympics in 2021. As

such, we contribute to the policy debate by uncovering part of the short-run and the medium-run

effects of the Japanese version of anti-contagion and economic policies to tackle the COVID-19

crisis.

We address these questions by conducting a survey amid the COVID-19 crisis, after the na-

tionwide emergency state had been declared, on the economic performance of small businesses and

managers’ expectations about the development of the pandemic, policies, and their firms’ future

performance. We pay special attention to managers’ expectations, because expectation and uncer-

tainty are drivers of firms’ important dynamic decisions, such as those of continuation, investment,

and employment, which policymakers are paying attention to during the crisis. This is especially

important for guiding policies under an unprecedented crisis like the COVID-19 pandemic, whose

impacts are uncertain as are the correct policies to deal with them, even though prompt and large-

scale interventions are required. In such a crisis, policymakers do not have time to wait until

economic outcomes are realized or to evaluate the policies. In this study, we propose a research

framework that surveys managers’ expectations to update beliefs about the effectiveness of the

policies under a crisis.

First, we find that the emergency state and the requests to suspend business reduced the

movement of people and the number of new infections but simultaneously lowered realized and

expected firm sales in the short run. Using the variation in business suspension requests across

prefectures, we find that firm sales growth (defined as sales relative to the same month in the

previous year) significantly declined from March to April 2020 by 5.7 percentage points more

in prefecture-industries in which business suspension was requested in April than in other firms.

Furthermore, by randomly assigning the timing of the survey to the firms, we find that firms’

expectations significantly improved over just 1 week, from May 8 to 15, during which the emergency

state was partially lifted in some regions and the government announced clear guidelines for lifting

the emergency state in the other regions. Specifically, firms in the survey sent on May 15 expected

the nationwide emergency state to end on average 4.8 days sooner than did firms in the survey

sent on May 8. Subjective uncertainty about the timing of the nationwide ending of the emergency

state was also significantly reduced for firms surveyed on the later date. Among firms in industry-

prefectures with business suspension requests, the average expected sales growth in the second

quarter (April–June) of 2020 improved by 5 percentage points over the week. In addition, firms in

prefectures where the emergency state was lifted on May 14 improved their investment forecasts

over the week. Overall, the results reveal the magnitudes of a short-run trade-off between containing

infection and sustaining economic performance for an anti-contagion policy.

Second, we identify the effects of the following three subsidy schemes: the business continua-

tion subsidy, short-time work compensation, and local business suspension subsidy. The business

continuation subsidy is a lump-sum transfer of JPY 1 million for the self-employed and 2 million

for corporations, a new measure to help firms to survive the COVID-19 crisis. The subsidy was

granted to firms whose monthly sales in a certain month in 2020 declined more than 50% from the
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same month in the previous year. By adopting a regression discontinuity design using the cutoff in

the eligibility criteria, we find that a manager’s prospect for survival until the end of 2020 could

increase by 19.8 percentage points if the manager’s prospect of receiving the subsidy increases

from 0% to 100%. The subsidy did not affect the firm’s quarterly investment and employment

plans. The second subsidy, short-time work compensation, has existed for decades to help firms

to maintain employment during a recession, but the criteria were significantly relaxed during the

COVID-19 crisis. Under the upgraded scheme, firms could receive the subsidy if they gave leave

to workers while maintaining their employment, and if the firm’s monthly sales declined more than

5% compared to the same month in the previous year. We employ a regression discontinuity design

to identify the effects: however, we find no statistically significant effects on the firm’s business

performance and their behaviors.

Thus, the short-time work compensation does not seem to be as effective as the business con-

tinuation subsidy. One of the reasons for this is the time lag of the subsidy, which is granted to

firms after paying their leave allowance. The survey was conducted in mid-May, when grants might

not yet have been applied for. Second, the application process of short-time work compensation

could be uncertain and complicated: According to our survey, which asked managers about the

prospects of receiving each subsidy, 69% expected they had no chance of receiving short-time work

compensation, whereas this proportion was only 49% for the business continuation subsidy. Only

9.5% of respondents answered that they were certain to receive short-time work compensation,

whereas this proportion was 24% for the business continuation subsidy. The third reason for the

lower efficacy of short-time work compensation is that it is partial compensation for employees’

leave allowance and reimburses firms for the allowance 1 or 2 months after payment: therefore,

only firms with excess cash that benefit from maintaining employment and human capital would

apply for it. Actually, we find that managers who regularly consult employees about the business

responded that they had a higher probability of receiving short-time work compensation. This was

not significantly associated with the prospect of receiving the business continuation subsidy.

The local business suspension subsidy scheme was introduced by local governments, which

issued a business suspension request following the declaration of the emergency state by the central

government. A firm that conforms to the business suspension request could be granted the subsidy.

Because Japanese law does not allow fines to be imposed on firms that do not comply with business

suspension requests, local governments used the subsidy to incentivize firms to suspend the business.

As expected, the subsidy amount depends on the fiscal health of the local government. In the case of

the local business subsidy, there is no cutoff policy enabling us to adopt a regression discontinuity

design. Instead, we exploit the quasi-panel structure of the data. Hence, the following claims

remain suggestive evidence. If a manager perceived there to be a higher prospect of receiving the

business suspension subsidy, in the second quarter of 2020, the manager tended to increase both

investment and disinvestment. Nonetheless, the manager tended to anticipate the closure of the

business and to reduce employment. One possible interpretation is that some managers might have

intended to suspend the business to receive the subsidy as well as to end up by permanently closing
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the business.

Third, we find that the medium-term firm performance prediction in 2020 is affected to a large

extent by infection containment and the possibility of hosting the Olympics. For the identification,

we use the panel structure of quarterly sales forecasts and expected quarterly timing of infection

containment across firms. The results indicate that firms’ sales growth is expected to improve by

3.2 percentage points on average in the quarter when the number of new infections becomes zero

in Japan, and further improve by around 2.3 percentage points on average in the quarter prior

to the time when a vaccine to curb the spread of the virus starts to be used on a mass scale in

Japan. In addition, firms that expect a high probability of hosting the Tokyo Olympic Games in

2020–2021 forecast on average 4.5 percentage points larger improvements in sales growth in the

fourth quarter from the second quarter than do firms expecting a low probability. In summary,

this result indicates large magnitudes of the gain from infection containment in the medium run.

We can derive several important policy implications from these observations. First, the strin-

gent anti-contagion policies should be timely and contained to the short run. Such policies can

decrease monthly sales as much as 5.7%. Moreover, the result suggests that people could gradually

become non-compliant with the stay-at-home requests after as little as 2 weeks. Second, making a

direct payment to small businesses suffering from the crisis is effective for rescuing them, but the

eligibility criteria and the application process should be simple and transparent. Third, stringent

anti-contagion policies do not necessarily contradict the longer-run economic goal. At the mar-

gin, the containment of infections could increase sales growth expectations by 3.2%: the longer

the pandemic continues, the longer this level of loss would accumulate. Finally, at least in the

Japanese context, whether the infection could be controlled sufficiently to host the Tokyo Olympics

has serious economic implications for small businesses.

This study contributes to the empirical literature on the economic impacts of anti-contagion

policies under the COVID-19 crisis. Chetty et al. (2020) use real-time economic tracker based

on private sector data to study the mechanism through which COVID-19 affected the economy,

concluding that social insurance rather than stimulus packages should be used to mitigate economic

hardship. Kong and Prinz (2020) match the state-level Google search trend of unemployment

insurance (UI) claims and differential timings of anti-contagion policies in the U.S. to separately

estimate the economic impact of the policies. Barrot et al. (2020) study how state-level business

closures affected the market value of firms in the U.S., as well as the effects on infections and

mortality. Kikuchi et al. (2020) use credit card expenditure data for various sectors to infer the

impacts on the sector-level labor demand of the pandemic in Japan. Baker et al. (2020a) summarize

the early response of households in the U.S. to the spread of COVID-19. Kahn et al. (2020)

document the patterns in UI claims in the U.S. across geography, occupations, and industries.

Béland et al. (2020) describe the impact of the pandemic on employment and wages in the U.S.

The present study differs from these works by using detailed survey responses at the firm level

across a variety of realized and expected business-related variables. In addition, we explicitly

distinguish the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic from the effects of the subsequent anti-contagion
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policies. Furthermore, we adopt several quasi-experimental methods to identify the causal impacts

of the anti-contagion policies and the expected medium-run effects of controlling and containing the

pandemic. Furthermore, the importance of the planned Tokyo Olympics makes the setting unique.

Governments worldwide quickly set up stimulus packages, such as direct payments to firms and

households, compensation for suspended workers, and the opening of credit lines.2 Baker et al.

(2020b) describes how households responded to the 2020 Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economy

Security Act, which directed cash payments. Granja et al. (2020) studies how the Paycheck Protec-

tion Program, which offered guaranteed loans to small businesses that maintained employment, was

distributed. De Marco (2020) studies a similar public credit guarantee scheme for small businesses

to tackle the COVID-19 crisis in Italy. In this study, we differ from these prior works by identifying

the causal effects of three types of subsidy schemes, which differ by nature and target, exploiting

the cutoff policies in the eligibility criteria.

Some empirical studies investigate the effects on the human mobility and social distancing of

the anti-contagion policies under the COVID-19 crisis and whether they can slow down and contain

the COVID-19 infections. Hsiang et al. (2020) uses panel data to study the effects on the infection

growth of anti-contagion policies in multiple countries at the sub-national level. Imperial College

COVID-19 Response Team et al. (2020) fits a version of the susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR)

model of COVID-19 infections to European data and quantifies the effects of policies, such as the

lockdown and closure of cities. Zhang et al. (2020) survey the age-level contact patterns before and

after the crisis in Wuhan and Shanghai in China and fit them to an SIR model to quantify how

much the lockdown policies could mitigate infections. Fang et al. (2020) quantify the impacts of

the lockdown of Wuhan on travel patterns in China. Chernozhukov et al. (2020) studies the effects

of social-distancing policies on mobility and infections using state-level data. We use a similar

approach to that of Chernozhukov et al. (2020) to identify the causal effects of anti-contagion

policies on mobility and infections, although the focus of the present study is rather on evaluating

the economic implications of these policies.

This study is also closely related to the growing empirical literature on the expectations of

firms’ managers using survey data. Using firms’ forecasts and forecast errors over time, some

studies test different models of expectation formation under imperfect information: the features of

information rigidity and over-extrapolation of previous trends (Coibion and Gorodnichenko, 2012,

2015; Gennaioli et al., 2015; Massenot and Pettinicchi, 2018), optimism and pessimism (Bachmann

and Elstner, 2015), overconfidence (Barrero, 2020), and inattention to past information due to lack

of incentives to acquire such information (Coibion et al., 2018). Some recent studies also measure

firm-level uncertainty and examine how it is determined. Bloom et al. (2019) show that Brexit

increased a qualitative measure of subjective uncertainty of U.K. firms and reduced their investment.

Asking firms about subjective probability distributions, Bloom et al. (2017) quantitatively measure

both first and second moments of managers’ forecasts and confirm that these are strongly correlated

2The International Monetary Fund list governments’ policy responses at https://www.imf.org/en/Topics/

imf-and-covid19/Policy-Responses-to-COVID-19.
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with realized first and second moments (volatility) of firm performance measures, respectively. The

major contribution of the present study to this literature is to provide evidence on how managers’

performance forecasts and uncertainty are affected by their expectations on government policies and

other elements of the exogenous business environment, such as COVID-19 anti-contagion policies,

subsidies, and infection containment. As Baker et al. (2020a) show for the U.S. and U.K., the

outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has led to sharp increases in policy and economic uncertainty.

Our survey also quantitatively measures the spread of forecasts—minimum and maximum expected

values—to obtain a rough measure of uncertainty, as well as the first moment.3 Our data are unique

in that they contain not only the firms’ forecasts of economic variables but also their forecasts of

government policies and the exogenous business environment, which allow us to directly relate

them.

2 Policy Responses of the Government

2.1 Stringency and Economic Support Indexes Across Countries

Governments over the world have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic with strict anti-contagion

policies and have offered various stimulus packages to save the economy. Here, we characterize the

Japanese government’s responses compared to those of three other governments: China, the U.S.,

and South Korea.

Anti-contagion policies The Chinese government started a series of anti-contagion policies

to contain the spread of COVID-19 infections faced with exploding infections in Wuhan. These

policies included the lockdown of Hubei province in which Wuhan is located, national-level mobility

restrictions, and a 14-day quarantine for returning migrant workers. These early responses are

reflected in a surge in February in China’s stringency index, a measure constructed by Hale et

al. (2020), as shown in panel (a) of Figure 1. According to panel (d) of the figure, the infection

growth substantially slowed down and almost stopped after the implementation of these stringent

anti-contagion policies, which continued until April when they were partially lifted. However,

following new infections, the stringency level was again increased in May. On the contrary, the

policy response of the U.S. government was slow. It begun to restrict travel, close businesses and

schools, and declare an emergency state in the middle of March, as reflected in the sharp increase

of the stringency index of the U.S. in panel (a). Since then, at least at face value, U.S. stringency

has remained high. However, the growth of the number of confirmed cases increased after the start

of the stringent anti-contagion policies. According to panel (c), mobility at retail sectors quickly

dropped following the anti-contagion policies; therefore, the anti-contagion policies should have

had some effects on slowing down infection growth. A possible reason for this is that infections

were already widespread in the U.S. and the belated expansion of mass testing detected these

3Our questionnaire is similar to the 3-bin approach of maximum, minimum, and median, although we do not
collect subjective probabilities for each bin.
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numbers. The growth of new infections finally slowed down in April, but as of June, the growth

curve had not been flattened. By comparison, Korea adopted a unique approach. In February,

the number of infections surged in Korea following one super-spreader religious gathering. The

Korean government responded with a comprehensive tracking, testing, and isolation policy. This

minimized the nationwide mobility restrictions. The number of confirmed cases sharply increased

following the mass testing, but the growth had stopped by early March, according to panel (d).

The policy mix of the Japanese government was similar to those of China, the U.S., and Korea,

but was differed slightly in implementation. During February, the Japanese government did not

adopt a nationwide stringent anti-contagion policy. On February 20, Japanese Prime Minister

Shinzo Abe requested the cancellation of unnecessary large-scale gatherings, and reiterated the

message in the new measures to contain the spread of COVID-19 announced on February 25. On

February 28, an emergency state was declared in Hokkaido, which lasted until March 19. On March

2, the prime minister suddenly announced that public schools should be closed for approximately 14

days. Because the winter term was ending and schools were entering the Spring holiday, most schools

canceled classes throughout March. On March 5, the government started to require travelers from

China and Korea to be tested at the airport and requested them to self-quarantine for 14 days. On

March 17, compulsory testing was expanded to travelers from all European countries and the U.S,

and the period of testing was further expanded in April. According to panel (d) of Figure 1, toward

the middle of February, infection growth seemed to slow down, but again accelerated after the end

of February. This was considered to be the result of infections from the second wave from the U.S.

and European countries. Throughout March, the number of confirmed cases continuously increased,

although the growth rate did not accelerate. Because the Japanese government did not expand

testing capacity, some were concerned that infections might have secretly spread. After April

7, when Abe declared emergency states in several prefectures, including Tokyo, infection growth

was finally contained. We describe the policy responses after the emergency state declaration,

which is the focus of our analysis, in the next section. A characteristic of the policy responses of

the Japanese government is that all of these measures are based on requests, rather than orders

for legal enforcement. Thus, Japan’s stringency index stayed lower than that of other countries

throughout the data period.

Economic policies On the contrary, the economic support index was the highest in Japan among

these countries. Japan’s fiscal stimulus package included direct payments to every individual and to

firms that suffered from COVID-19 shocks. The lump-sum direct payment to individuals amounted

to JPY 100,000 (≈ USD 1,000). The subsidy schemes to firms included the newly established

business continuation subsidy and the short-time work compensation scheme, which existed before

the COVID-19 crisis but was upgraded as of April 1, both granted by the central government,

and the business suspension subsidy offered by local governments. Because these subsidy schemes

are the focus of this study, we describe their institutional detail in this section. On top of these

direct payments, the government launched several low-interest-rate non-collateral special credit
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(a) Stringency index (b) Economic support index

(c) Retail mobility (d) Infection

Figure 1: Policy responses of governments, retail mobility, and infections

lines and adjusted the capital and liquidity requirements for banks in support of their lending. In

China, meanwhile, the economic support index is low, because it did not make direct payments

to households and firms, but provided only tax relief, waived socially security contributions, and

offered rent support. China also injected funds into state-owned enterprises. In the U.S., the

government made direct payments to households and established credit lines to small businesses.

The Korean government also made direct transfers to households, compensated wages, assisted

the unemployed, and set up loans for small businesses. In Korea, the economic support index

was already positive in January, which suggests that schemes originally not intended to deal with

COVID-19 was used as a COVID-19 measure.

2.2 The Emergency State Declaration and Business Suspension Requests

The declaration of the emergency state Responding to an increasing number of infections,

on April 7, Abe declared a state of emergency until May 6 for seven prefectures (Tokyo, Kanagawa,

Saitama, Chiba, Osaka, Hyogo, and Fukuoka), which had relatively larger numbers of infections, as

shown in Map (a) in Figure 2. Based on the Act of Special Measures, the declaration of the state
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of emergency gave local governments the legal basis to issue business suspension requests, and to

request voluntary bans on going out. Following this, prefectures under the emergency state started

to request the suspension of business at several facilities, such as dance halls, movie theaters, and

sports clubs. These requests have no legal force and penalties cannot be imposed for ignoring them.

These initial suspension requests were accompanied by subsidies in most cases. Some prefectures

also publicized the names of companies that did not follow the requests on their websites. On April

16, the central government extended coverage of the emergency state to all prefectures in Japan

and other local governments also started to request the suspension of businesses, as shown by Map

(b) in Figure 2.

On April 30, Abe informally announced that the period of the state of emergency would be ex-

tended, and on May 4, the government formally extended the state of emergency for all prefectures

to May 31, indicating that it could be lifted earlier depending on the situations, with a review due

around May 14. On May 10, the Minister of Economic and Fiscal Policy mentioned that 34 pre-

fectures that were not under special precautions would have their state of emergency lifted on May

14 for restarting of business in these areas, while the remaining 13 prefectures with relatively more

infections would continue to be under the emergency state. On May 13, the government indicated

that the state of emergency in 39 prefectures (including the previously mentioned 34 prefectures)

was expected to be lifted, and this decision was formalized on May 14 at a meeting with experts, as

shown by Map (c) in Figure 2. The government kept the remaining prefectures (Hokkaido, Tokyo,

Kanagawa, Chiba, Saitama, Osaka, Hyogo, and Kyoto) under a state of emergency, indicating that

the possibility of lifting it would be re-examined on May 21. The emergency state was lifted in

Osaka, Hyogo, and Kyoto on May 21, as shown in Map (d) in Figure 2. At the same time, the

government announced the following guidelines for lifting the state of emergency for the remaining

prefectures: 1) the number of new infections should be less than 0.5 per 100,000 people in a week;

2) tightness of medical capacity; and 3) improvement of preparedness of PCR testing conditions.

On May 15, reflecting the reported number of daily new infections as 9 in Tokyo prefecture (which

has a population of around 9.2 million), the Minister of Economic and Fiscal Policy commented

that “if Tokyo continues to have less than 10 infections every day for a week, this will help satisfy-

ing the conditions in the guideline.” On May 25, the government declared the end of the state of

emergency for all of remaining prefectures.

The local business suspension request The left three panels of Figure 3 show how the fraction

of industries in a prefecture that are subject to the business suspension request evolved over time.

On April 17, the requests were restricted to metropolitan areas, such as Tokyo, Osaka, and Hyogo.

Thereafter, the request was expanded to a wider area: on May 1, in almost all prefectures, some

businesses were requested to suspend operations. Because the emergency state was lifted in 39

prefectures on May 14, these prefectures followed up by lifting the business suspension requests on

May 15. The upper panel of Figure 5 displays how the status of the business suspension request

evolved over time in each industry. The figure clearly shows that the request was targeted at a few
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(a) Under the state on April 7 (b) Under the state on April 16

(c) Under the state on May 14 (d) Under the state on May 21

Figure 2: State of emergency declaration at prefecture level
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industries in which many visitors could gather in close proximity, such as travel businesses, schools,

restaurants, hotels, entertainment businesses, and educational businesses.

No studies have analyzed the causal effects of the business suspension requests on human mo-

bility and infection growth in Japan. The analysis in Appendix A.3 provides suggestive evidence

that the business suspension requests reduced human mobility and daily new infections using the

prefecture-level panel data. According to the estimate, the suspension request for 1 day resulted

in a reduction of people’s visits to retail and recreation places of 19 percentage points and to

workplaces of 35 percentage points on the day and a reduction of new infections by 3–4% per day

after 2 weeks. Interestingly, the moving average of the suspension status in the last 2 weeks is

positively correlated with mobility at recreation facilities and parks, indicating that people might

have become tired of staying at home and started to go out.

2.3 Subsidy Schemes to Support Firms

The central and local governments used three subsidy schemes to support businesses during the

COVID-19 crisis: the business continuation subsidy and short-time work compensations subsidy

granted by the central government as well as the business suspension subsidy granted by local

governments. These subsidy schemes differ in their targets and eligibility criteria. The business

continuation subsidy and the business suspension subsidy were newly introduced in April 2020 to

rescue firms from the economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The business continua-

tion subsidy aims, as the name suggests, to help firms to survive and continue operating. Short-time

work compensation has existed for decades to help firms to maintain employment during recessions

and was scaled up in April 2020 to deal with the deepening COVID-19 crisis. The business suspen-

sion subsidy is an incentive for firms that are requested to suspend operations by local governments

to follow the government’s request. The eligibility criteria of the business continuation subsidy

and the short-time compensation include thresholds for decline in sales or production; thus, we

can adopt regression discontinuity designs to identify the causal effects. In the case of the business

suspension subsidy, there is no such cutoff policy. Therefore, we a difference-in-difference approach

to identify the effects.

The business continuation subsidy grants JPY 1 million to the self-employed and JPY 2 million

to small corporations (≈ USD 10,000 and USD 20,000), with limitations for the amount of the

sales decline from the last year. The eligibility criteria are as follows: 1) one set of monthly sales in

2020 declined more than 50% from the same month in the previous year; 2) the firm has continued

business operations since before 2019; and 3) its capital is below JPY 1 billion or it employs fewer

than 2,000 employees in the case of corporations. The sales decline must be proven based on the

sales ledger, which is the basis for the tax on profits. Therefore, it is highly costly for a firm to

misreport numbers. The application process is simple: the eligible firm only needs to access the

specific website and submit the form, the copy of its sales ledger, and its identity certificate. The

transfer is usually made within 2 weeks of the application directly to the firm’s bank account. The

subsidy scheme was announced on April 8 and applications opened on May 1.
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(a) Suspension request on April 17 (b) Suspension subsidy on April 17

(c) Suspension request on May 1 (d) Suspension subsidy on May 1

(e) Suspension request on May 15 (f) Suspension subsidy on May 15

Figure 3: Suspension request and subsidy at prefecture level
Notes: The suspension status is in percentages. The suspension subsidy is in JPY 10,000.
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(a) Suspension request

Figure 4: Suspension request and subsidy at industry level
Notes: The suspension status is in percentages. The suspension subsidy is in JPY 10,000.
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(a) Suspension subsidy

Figure 5: Suspension request and subsidy at industry level
Notes: The suspension status is in percentages. The suspension subsidy is in JPY 10,000.
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The short-time compensation offset part of the payment of the leave allowance up to JPY

8,330 per day-employee. This compensation was established in 1975 in response to exogenous and

temporary recessions, such as oil shocks, under the premise that retaining the workforce was more

efficient than reducing and reemploying workers for a temporary shock. Under normal economic

conditions, to be eligible for the subsidy, the firm has to show that it has maintained employment

either by giving leave, training, or reallocating the workplace during a recession. In the past, in

response to the Great Recession following the global financial crisis triggered in the U.S. in the fall

of 2008, the eligibility conditions for the Japanese subsidy were significantly relaxed, and eligible

establishments became able to receive the compensation for a longer time period.

The firm has to show that year-on-year monthly sales dropped below -10% for 3 consecutive

months. In March, sales decline due to the COVID-19-induced business suspension became regarded

as a legitimate reason for applying for the subsidy. On April 1, in response to the growing COVID-

19 shocks, the sales decline criterion was relaxed to a 5% decline in a single month in 2020. The

upper limit was increased to JPY 15,000 per day-employee on June 12, but this increase was not

foreseen when the survey was conducted. This upgrade is supposed to continue until the end of

September.

The application process for short-time compensation was initially complicated and uncertain.

The manager first had to agree on the leave plan with the relevant labor union. The firm then

granted leave to employees, and only after the leave period was over could it apply to the local labor

office for the subsidy. After submission, the labor office examined the application and determined

whether the application met the criteria. The subsidy was paid only when the firm maintained

employment and paid employees the leave allowance. Employers are required to pay 60% of an

employee’s leave hours following the Labor Standard Law in Japan. Between May 2 and 15, when

the survey was conducted, there were 16,472 applications and only 8,736 (53% of them) were

granted the subsidy. This proportion was publicly criticized. Consequently, the application process

was simplified on May 21 after the survey was conducted, and was taken online.

Some prefectures offered a subsidy for firms that suspended operations following the local busi-

ness suspension request. The right three panels of Figure 3 display how the average business

suspension subsidy across industries was distributed across prefectures and evolved over time. The

bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average business suspension subsidy across

industries. Clearly, the business suspension subsidy was restricted to the business targeted by

the suspension request. Furthermore, the amount of the business suspension subsidy crucially de-

pended on the prefecture’s fiscal health. For example, Tokyo granted JPY 500,000 to firms with

a single establishment and JPY 1 million to firms with multiple establishments if they conformed

to the business suspension request of Tokyo. Only small businesses were eligible for the subsidy,

but there were no other conditions. Meanwhile, in Hokkaido, small corporations were granted

JPY 300,000 and the self-employed were granted JPY 200,000 if they followed the government’s

request. Table 1 displays the results of regressing the business suspension subsidy of an industry

in a prefecture on the prefecture’s fiscal health index, controlling for the industry-specific fixed
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Table 1: Association between the amount of suspension subsidy and the prefecture’s fiscal health

(1)
Suspension subsidy on May 1

Fiscal health 69.50∗∗∗

(6.228)

Constant -22.04
(20.98)

Observations 311

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. The industry-specific fixed
effects are controlled. The fiscal health index of a prefecture is defined as the basic fiscal revenue divided by the basic fiscal
demand of the prefecture.

effects. The fiscal health index of a prefecture is the basic fiscal revenue divided by the basic fiscal

needs of the prefecture. A value of 1 indicates that the prefecture needs neither debt nor transfers

to maintain its public service. The regression shows a clear and substantial positive association

between the amount of business suspension subsidy and the fiscal health index. If the fiscal health

index differs by 1, the amount of the subsidy could differ by JPY 700,000 (≈ USD 7,000). Thus,

only firms in rich prefectures seemed to benefit from the local business suspension subsidy. On top

of the prefecture-level business suspension request and subsidy, local counties also independently

requested business suspension and offered business suspension subsidies. However, this information

is not available for us.

3 Survey Design and Data

3.1 Survey Design

To examine the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and corresponding policies on small

business, we conducted an online survey in May 2020. The sampling frame includes 18,759 individ-

uals registered as top managers (of both corporations and the self-employed) and 8,230 individuals

registered as freelancers with Macromill, Inc., which is one of the largest market research companies

in Japan. To capture the effects of the announcement on the partial lifting of the emergency state,

which was expected when we designed the survey questionnaire, we randomly divided the sampling

frame into two groups and sent the questionnaire on different dates. We sent out the questionnaires

in the evening of the second Friday of May (May 8) and the third Friday of May (May 15) at exactly

the same time, and closed the collection when the sample size reached 6,000 in each wave.

The survey asked questions about the firm’s business, such as the actual and expected sales

growth compared to the previous year, forecasts on the firm’s employment and investment, and

types of measures adopted to deal with the crisis. It also asked about the firm’s expectations

of COVID-19-related events: when the Japanese government’s emergency state declaration, which

started on April 7, would be lifted; when the COVID-19 outbreak in Japan would be contained, that

is, when the number of new infections would drop to zero; when mass vaccination against SARS-
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Cov-2 would become available in Japan, and how likely it would be that the Tokyo Olympics would

be held in 2021. For these events, the survey asked the earliest and latest possible dates, as well as

the most likely dates. The survey also asked firms whether they expected to receive the subsides

offered by the central and local governments. Finally, it asked managers about their sources of

information, such as news programs and newspapers they regularly watched and read, and who

the manager regularly consulted about the business. In the end, we collected answers from 12,364

respondents. We validated the data and focused on 6,135 small business managers whose answers

were consistent and non-contradictory. More detailed description on the data cleaning is provided

in the Appendix, along with the survey questionnaire.

Summary statistics Among the managers selected in the final data set, 20% are top managers

and 80% are self-employed, including freelancers. Table 2 shows these summary statistics. The av-

erage number of employees excluding top managers is 1.94. The self-employed are over-represented

compared to the Economic Census. Among managers, 48% were in the 39 prefectures where the

emergency state was lifted on May 14. Of the managers, 88% were men while 40% were aged in

their 50s, 26% in their 60s, and 21% in their 40s. The average sales growth in January 2020 was

-0.04% compared to the previous January, suggesting that sales in January were still in the normal

range. However, sales growth in February, March, and April compared to the same months in the

previous year was -3.04%, -10.42%, and -18.63%; sales quickly and substantially declined because

of the COVID-19 crisis. Meanwhile, average expected sales growth in the second quarter (April–

June), the third quarter (July–September), and the fourth quarter (October–December) in 2020

compared to the previous year’s same quarter was -19.94%, -12.21%, and -8.36%. In other words,

the managers expected the economy to bottom in the second quarter and to recover gradually

toward the end of the year. The fraction of firms that made some investment in the first quarter

was 27% compared to disinvestment of 5%. The proportion of firms that expected some invest-

ment in the second quarter was 24% while 6% expected disinvestment. The average probability of

their business surviving until the end of 2020 was 82%. The most likely probability of receiving

the continuation subsidy, short-time work compensation, and the business suspension subsidy was

37%, 15%, and 16%, respectively. Managers predicted that the probability of hosting the Tokyo

Olympics within 2020–2021 was 41% on average.

Details about the characteristics of respondents compared to the registered individuals in the

sampling frame are described in the Appendix.

3.2 Other Data

Characteristics of industries and facilities To capture the heterogeneity across industries

and business characteristics on both the demand and supply sides, we construct the following three

influence measures of the COVID-19 shocks: i) whether and when local governments restricted

business activities, such as live music clubs, karaoke boxes, and fitness centers; and ii) whether the

business was likely to suffer from a sharp decline in the number of visitors owing to government
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Table 2: Summary statistics

mean sd min max

manager 0.20 0.40 0 1
self-employed 0.80 0.40 0 1
number of employees 1.86 3.04 0 19
lifted on May14 0.48 0.50 0 1
20s 0.00 0.07 0 1
30s 0.05 0.21 0 1
40s 0.21 0.41 0 1
50s 0.40 0.49 0 1
60s 0.26 0.44 0 1
70s 0.08 0.27 0 1
male 0.88 0.33 0 1
age 55.45 9.68 21 89
actual sales growth in Jan 2020 compared to the last year -0.04 24.20 -100 200
actual sales growth in Feb 2020 compared to the last year -3.04 27.95 -100 180
actual sales growth in March 2020 compared to the last year -10.42 38.17 -100 160
actual sales growth in April 2020 compared to the last year -18.63 47.53 -100 160
expected sales growth in 2Q 2020 compared to the last year -19.94 46.96 -100 120
expected sales growth in 3Q 2020 compared to the last year -12.21 42.40 -100 180
expected sales growth in 4Q 2020 compared to the last year -8.36 41.49 -100 180
actual investment in Q1 is positive 0.27 0.44 0 1
actual disinvestment in Q1 is positive 0.05 0.21 0 1
expected investment in Q2 is positive 0.24 0.43 0 1
expected disinvestment in Q2 is positive 0.06 0.24 0 1
probability of business survival 81.59 24.81 1 100
probability of receiving the continuation subsidy 36.78 41.82 0 100
probability of receiving the short-time work compensation 14.79 30.10 0 100
probability of receiving the business suspention subsidy 16.27 31.62 0 100
probability of hosting olympic in 2020-2021 41.16 29.74 0 100

Observations 6108
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restrictions on business activities or consumers’ volunteering to stay at home, such as restaurants

and department stores.

To identify the facilities and industries whose business activities were restricted by local gov-

ernments, we gathered information on local governments’ websites and the media. The date, term,

and target facilities of the requirement on business suspension as well as the amount of suspension

subsidy provided by local governments differ by regions. When an industry in a prefecture had

at least one facility that required suspension, the industry was regarded as requiring suspension.

For example, although restaurants in general were not targets of suspension, bars and pubs were

requested to suspend or reduce operating hours in some areas, which meant that the restaurant

business was labeled as an industry requiring suspension. Similarly, the maximum amount of

suspension subsidy in a facility in a prefecture was applied to the industry in the area.

To measure the potential decline in the number of visitors at a facility because of infection risk,

we used the infection risk measures at the 26 categories level, constructed by Benzell et al. (2020),

which are based on the number of visits, number of unique visitors, and visitors’ dwell time. We

used the infection risk measures based on U.S. data, because the risk factors related to COVID-

19 infections at a facility are considered to be similar across countries and the realized decline in

the number of visitors in the U.S., conditional on the expected decline due to the risk factors, is

uncorrelated with the realizations in Japan.

4 How Did the Emergency State and Business Suspension Re-

quests Affect Businesses?

In this section, we evaluate how the implementation of the state of emergency and the subsequent

business suspension requests affected firms’ realized performance in April 2020, and expected per-

formance in the second quarter (April–June) 2020. By doing so, we give a sense of the short-run

trade-off between the epidemiological and economic goals, which are inseparably associated with

the anti-contagion policies.

Effects of duration of business suspension request on April sales We exploit the panel

structure in the data to identify the effects of the business suspension requests on small business

sales in April using the firm-level changes in sales from March to April and the prefecture-industry-

level length of business suspension in April.

Consider the following model:

∆(Sales)i = β1(Some suspension)i + β2(Suspension duration)i

+ β3(Suspension duration)i × (Infection risk)i + β4∆(New infection)i + εi,
(1)

where “∆(Sales)i” is the percentage point change in the sales of firm i from March to April;

“(Some suspension)i” is an indicator that takes a value of 1 if the industry the firm belongs to
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Table 3: Effects of the suspension duration on sales change from March to April

(1) (2) (3)
Sale

change

Mar-to-Apr

Sale
change

Mar-to-Apr

Sale
change

Mar-to-Apr

Suspension duration -0.340∗∗∗ 0.0336 0.0352
(0.0610) (0.141) (0.185)

New infection change Mar-to-Apr 0.0000516 -0.000410 0.00000767
(0.000375) (0.000407) (0.000683)

Some suspension -5.679∗∗∗ -4.574∗

(1.940) (2.357)

Suspension duration × Infection risk -0.494∗

(0.296)

Constant -6.713∗∗∗ -5.969∗∗∗ -7.822∗∗∗

(0.534) (0.591) (0.956)

Observations 6105 6105 3229

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. The firm-specific fixed effects are controlled,
because variables are differences from March to April. The sales change is measured in percentage points. The suspension duration is days in April
of the firm’s industry that were subject to the suspension request issued by the prefecture in which the firm is located. “Some suspension” takes
the value 1 if the suspension duration was positive. The infection risk measure is from Benzell’s data in the U.S.

was subject to a business suspension request in April in the prefecture of the firm’s location, and 0

otherwise; “(Suspension duration)i” is the number of days the industry was subject to a business

suspension request in the prefecture; and “∆(New infection)i” is the change in the total number

of new infections in the prefecture in April compared to March. “(Infection risk)i” is a proxy of

infection risk of the industry the firm belongs to, which is taken from Benzell et al. (2020). It

reflects the changes of people visits from February to March in the corresponding industry in the

U.S. In other words, if the decline of visits was higher, the infection risk measure increases. Because

this measure reflects the changes in the corresponding industry in the U.S., it captures only the

expected riskiness feature of the industry. Note that, in this specification, since we take the first

difference of the outcomes between March and April, the firm-specific fixed effects are controlled.

Table 3 summarizes the estimation results. The results show that the sales of small businesses

declined more if they were subject to a business suspension request. However, it is not clear

whether the effect was larger if the duration was longer. In the second column, the coefficient

on the suspension duration is not statistically significant after controlling for the dummy of some

suspension. From column (3), it becomes clear that the effect of business suspension on April sales

was more severe in industries that were vulnerable to infection. The estimated numbers indicate

that a mere suspension request could on average decrease April sales by 4–6 percentage points

and the effects could be larger in some risky facilities. These findings underscore the economic

side-effects of the anti-contagion policy on small businesses.

Effects of partially lifting the emergency state on managers’ expectations Here, we

examine how firm’s expectations were updated in response to new information about the timing of

lifting the state of emergency. As described in Section 3, when conducting the survey, we divided

firms in the sampling frame into two groups: one group was sent the questionnaire on May 8

(“earlier group”) and the other on May 15 (“later group”). For each group, we closed the survey
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(a) Most likely expected date (b) Most likely expected date by sur-
vey week

(c) Uncertainty (latest expected -
earliest expected)

Figure 6: Expectations about when the state of emergency would be lifted in all prefectures

once we obtained 6000 responses. As a result, respondents in the earlier group answered the survey

on May 8–9, and those in the later group did so on May 15–17.4 We demonstrate in the Appendix

that our matching procedure satisfies the balancing property. Using this random variation in the

timing of answering the survey, we analyze how the new information arriving during May 10–14

affected firm expectations. The major news during May 10–14 was that the government lifted the

state of emergency for 39 among 47 prefectures and announced the guidelines for lifting the state

of emergency for the remaining 8 prefectures.

In our survey, we asked firms when they expected the state of emergency to be lifted nationwide

in three ways: the most likely date, the earliest date, and the latest date. Figure 6 panel (a) shows

the distribution of the most likely date of lifting the state of emergency declaration. Nearly 40%

of the firms chose the last week of May as the most probable date: this could be because the

emergency state was initially announced as continuing until May 31. In panel (b), we divide the

sample by the survey week and separately show the distribution of the most likely date of the

lifting. The respondents in the later week (sent on May 15) were more likely to expect the lifting

to occur sooner than were those in the earlier week (sent on May 8). In panel (c), we show the

distribution of the range of the expectation, which was defined by the number of days between the

earliest expected date and the latest expected date of lifting. This measure can be interpreted as the

degree of “uncertainty” about the timing of the lifting. The figure illustrates that the uncertainty

about the timing of the lifting was dramatically reduced in just 1 week.

To examine the changes in expectation using a regression framework, we estimate the following

model:

Yi = α+ β(Later group)i + εi

where Yi is the firm i’s expectation about policies and firm performance in the second quarter

(April–June), 2020. “(Later group)i” is a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the questionnaire

was sent on May 15 and 0 if sent on May 8. Our identification assumption for this analysis is that

4On May 17, the survey was closed at 7AM.
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the other conditions that unrelated to the change in the emergency state were nearly unchanged in

this show window of time, and the results of the balancing test support the assumption.

We are also interested in the heterogeneity of the expectation updates across firms. In particular,

the length of the state of emergency is likely to have mattered more for firms that were requested

to suspend operations by their prefecture governors. In addition, firms in industries that were more

severely affected by COVID-19 might have reacted more to the news, because the state of emergency

also asked people to refrain from going out. For this, we code industries that are considered to

be business-to-consumer (B-to-C) service industries, such as restaurants and the entertainment

business, as severely affected industries (see Appendix). Lastly, firms in the 39 prefectures where

the state of emergency ended earlier on May 14 might have updated the expectation differently

to firms in the other areas. We also examine these possibilities by estimating models with the

interaction terms, such as

Yi = α1Ti + α2(1 − Ti) + β1(Later group)i × Ti + β2(Later group)i × (1 − Ti) + εi,

where Ti is a dummy variable indicating a group of firms, such as those that were requested to

suspend business during the state of emergency.

Table 4 summarizes the estimation results about the effects on the expectation of a partial

lifting of the emergency state. The dependent variable in columns (1)–(3) is the number of days

from May 8 until the expected timing of the lifting. Respondents in the later week expected the

state of emergency to end sooner by 4.8 days on average than did the earlier group. The difference

is statistically significant at the 1% level. The magnitude of the expectation updates is larger for

firms in industries that were requested to suspend operations compared to firms that were not;

however, the difference is not statistically significant. Similarly, there is no statistically significant

difference in the expectation updates between the B-to-C service and other industries.
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Table 4: Expected timing for lifting the state of emergency (by survey week)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Most Most Most Most Earliest Earliest Earliest Earliest Latest Latest Latest Latest Range Range Range Range
likely likely likely likely day day day day day day day day of of of of

VARIABLES day day day day days days days days

Later group -4.82*** -0.34 -9.79*** -9.32***
(1.17) (0.81) (1.75) (1.36)

Later group x Suspension requested -6.19*** -1.39 -12.63*** -11.26***
(1.80) (1.25) (2.80) (2.20)

Later group x Suspension not requested -4.04*** 0.27 -8.14*** -8.19***
(1.53) (1.06) (2.24) (1.73)

Suspension requested 47.62*** 27.67*** 88.73*** 61.17***
(1.34) (0.96) (2.03) (1.57)

Suspension not requested 48.50*** 28.18*** 89.48*** 61.20***
(1.10) (0.77) (1.57) (1.20)

Later group x B-to-C service -5.17*** -0.24 -11.56*** -11.21***
(1.61) (1.09) (2.39) (1.85)

Later group x Other industries -4.44*** -0.46 -7.78*** -7.18***
(1.71) (1.21) (2.58) (2.01)

B-to-C service 48.41*** 27.66*** 89.01*** 61.39***
(1.18) (0.81) (1.71) (1.32)

Other than B-to-C service 47.92*** 28.37*** 89.42*** 60.97***
(1.24) (0.88) (1.80) (1.38)

Later group x Emergency lifted -1.28 1.13 -3.93 -4.85**
(1.85) (1.27) (2.66) (2.03)

Later group x Emergency not lifted -7.98*** -1.64 -15.03*** -13.33***
(1.46) (1.03) (2.29) (1.83)

Emergency lifted 50.05*** 29.49*** 91.44*** 61.93***
(1.31) (0.91) (1.83) (1.37)

Emergency not lifted 46.47*** 26.62*** 87.16*** 60.52***
(1.11) (0.79) (1.68) (1.33)

Constant 48.18*** 27.99*** 89.21*** 61.19***
(0.85) (0.60) (1.24) (0.95)

Observations 6,066 6,066 6,066 6,066 5,853 5,853 5,853 5,853 5,869 5,869 5,869 5,869 5,873 5,873 5,873 5,873
R-squared 0.003 0.502 0.501 0.505 0.000 0.446 0.446 0.448 0.005 0.614 0.614 0.616 0.008 0.543 0.543 0.545
Mean dep var 45.83 45.83 45.83 45.83 27.83 27.83 27.83 84.43 84.43 84.43 84.43 56.65 56.65 56.65 56.65
p-val: diff b/w interaction terms=0 0.364 0.758 0.00456 0.311 0.892 0.0892 0.210 0.281 0.00159 0.272 0.141 0.00187

Notes: “Later group” takes a value of 1 if the firm was surveyed during May 15–17, and 0 if during May 8–9. “Suspension requested”
indicates firms whose industries were requested to suspend business in the prefecture. “B-to-C service” takes a value of 1 if the firm’s
industry is business-to-consumer type service, and 0 otherwise. “Emergency lifted” indicates firms in the prefectures where the emergency
state was lifted on May 14.
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Firms whose prefectures’ state of emergency had already been lifted on May 14 updated expec-

tations only by a little (-1.3 days), while firms that remained under a state of emergency updated

expectations significantly (-8 days). One explanation for this result is the inattention to information

among the former group of firms. Our survey asked about the timing of the lifting of the emer-

gency state in all prefectures in Japan. Firms whose prefecture of location lifted the emergency

state on May 14 might have been less exposed to information about the timing of the lifting of

the other prefectures. This could be due to either intentional rational inattention or unintentional

information reduction by the media in the area having reduced coverage of the issue.

Columns (5)–(8) of Table 4 show the results for the earliest expected day of the lifting. The

expectation on this margin did not change significantly in the week. However, as shown in columns

(9)–(12), the latest expected day of lifting was modified statistically significantly in the week (-9.8

days on average). Again, this result seems to be driven mainly by firms in areas that remained

under the state of emergency beyond May 14. As a result, uncertainty (number of days between

the latest and earliest dates) about the timing of the nationwide lift was reduced in the week by a

large extent, as shown in columns (13)–(16), especially for firms in prefectures that remained under

a state of emergency.

We next look at how managers’ expectations about their business performance in the second

quarter (April–June, Q2) of 2020 changed in the week. Table 5 shows the results for sales growth in

2020 Q2, measured by changes in sales from the same quarter in the previous year. In the survey, we

asked respondents to indicate the most likely sales growth, the lowest expected sales growth, and the

highest expected sales growth. Columns (1)–(4) show the results for the most likely sales growth.

We control for the sales growth in Q1 2020 in these columns as well as in the other columns. On

average, firms in the later group expected higher sales growth in Q2 by 1.2 percentage points than

did those in the earlier group; however, this difference is not statistically significant. Nonetheless,

we find that firms in industries to which suspension was requested significantly improved their

expectation about sales growth over the week, which was 5 percentage points higher on average.

This difference is statistically significant at the 1% level. Furthermore, firms in the B-to-C service

industries, which are more affected by the COVID-19 pandemic in general than other industries,

also positively updated their sales growth forecasts for Q2, which were 3 percentage points higher on

average. We do not detect significant differences across prefectures that did or did not lift the state

of emergency. The rest of the columns show the results for the lowest and highest expected sales

growth. These results are similar to those for the most likely sales growth. Thus, the distribution

of expected sales growth appears to have shifted to the right without changing its shape. Overall,

these findings are consistent with the earlier results indicating that, over the week, firms updated

their expectations about the timing of the nationwide ending of the state of emergency to be around

5 days sooner on average.

These results potentially reflect changes in expectations about factors other than the state of

emergency, such as a decline of new infection cases over the week. We examine this possibility

by investigating firms’ expectations about the timing for when new infections will stop in Japan.
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We do not detect any statistically significant differences across weeks and the magnitude of the

difference is also small (see the results in the Appendix). Meanwhile, firms seem to have updated

their expectations about the timing for when mass vaccination against SARS-Cov-2 would become

available in Japan. Over the week, firms expected that a vaccine would be used at mass scale 0.8

month earlier on average. However, we argue that this result is not likely to affect sales in 2020

Q2 for two reasons. First, vaccination is expected to be used at mass scale around 11 months after

May 2020, that is, April 2021. Therefore, expectations about a vaccine are likely to affect firm

performance more in the longer run than in the short run. In fact, in the subsequent section, we

analyze the relationship between the expectations about the timing of the start of mass vaccination

and quarterly sales in 2020, and we find that the vaccination expectations have little effect on

expectations about 2020 Q2 sales performance. Second, there is little change in the results of Table

5 when we control for the expectations about mass vaccination and the zero infection timings.

In Table 6, we examine the effects of weekly information updates on firms’ forecasts about

employment and investment. In columns (1)–(4), the dependent variable is employment growth in

Q2, measured by the log difference in the expected employment at the end of June 2020 and the

actual employment at the end of December 2019, which are separately asked in the survey. In these

regressions, we limit the sample to firms that had at least one hired worker at the end of 2019. We

find no significant changes in the employment plan over the week. This may be because firms in

the sample are small with less than 20 hired employees. We also find no significant heterogeneity

across samples.

Lastly, we examine changes in investment plans over the week in columns (4)–(8) of Table 6.

The dependent variable is an indicator variable that takes a value of 1 if the firm plans to invest

more than JPY 10,000, including investment already made, during Q2 2020, and 0 otherwise. We

control for the investment, defined in the same way as an indicator variable, in Q1 2020. The

average effect of the weekly difference is 1 percentage point and insignificant. However, looking

at the heterogeneity across firms with or without suspension requests, firms without suspension

requests on average upwardly modify their plans to make investment by 2 percentage points over

the week. A similar pattern is observed when we examine the difference between B-to-C service and

other industries. This could be explained by the severity of the business conditions of B-to-C firms.

For instance, if ongoing business conditions are severe, the financial conditions of firms might not

enable investment, or the expected return from investment could be too low. Interestingly, when

we examine the differences across prefectures, firms in the prefectures where the state of emergency

was lifted on May 14 updated their investment forecasts upward by 3 percentage points. The

coefficient is significant at the 5% level. This may be because the end of the emergency state in

their areas reduced uncertainty about the business environment.

Columns (9)–(12) of Table 6 summarize the estimates for disinvestment, measured by an indi-

cator of whether the firm plans to sell assets of more than JPY 10,000 in Q2 2020. As before, we

control for the disinvestment indicator in Q1 2020. We do not observe statistically or economically

significant differences in disinvestment in the week.
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Table 5: Sales growth (Q2) expectation (by survey week)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Most Most Most Most Min Min Min Min Max Max Max Max
likely likely likely likely sales sales sales sales sales sales sales sales
sales sales sales sales growth growth growth growth growth growth growth growth

growth growth growth growth Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2
VARIABLES Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2

Later group 1.16 1.47 0.44
(1.05) (1.18) (1.20)

Later group x Suspension requested 4.95*** 4.61** 4.32**
(1.81) (2.01) (2.04)

Later group x Suspension not requested -1.01 -0.35 -1.82
(1.28) (1.45) (1.48)

Suspension requested -21.57*** -36.17*** -7.76***
(1.26) (1.41) (1.38)

Suspension not requested -13.16*** -28.40*** -0.01
(0.93) (1.06) (1.07)

Later group x B-to-C service 3.22** 2.65* 1.70
(1.44) (1.60) (1.63)

Later group x Other industries -1.09 0.13 -1.00
(1.53) (1.75) (1.78)

B-to-C service -20.05*** -34.11*** -5.73***
(1.01) (1.13) (1.10)

Other than B-to-C service -11.98*** -28.03*** 0.38
(1.11) (1.28) (1.31)

Later group x Emergency lifted 0.54 1.69 0.21
(1.48) (1.69) (1.69)

Later group x Emergency not lifted 1.73 1.26 0.66
(1.48) (1.65) (1.70)

Emergency lifted -15.42*** -30.32*** -3.54***
(1.07) (1.23) (1.22)

Emergency not lifted -16.95*** -32.08*** -2.24*
(1.05) (1.18) (1.18)

Sales growth Q1 0.95*** 0.94*** 0.94*** 0.95*** 0.92*** 0.91*** 0.91*** 0.92*** 0.89*** 0.88*** 0.88*** 0.89***
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Constant -16.22*** -31.25*** -2.85***
(0.77) (0.88) (0.87)

Observations 5,971 5,971 5,971 5,971 4,545 4,545 4,545 4,545 4,545 4,545 4,545 4,545
R-squared 0.254 0.372 0.372 0.368 0.244 0.533 0.533 0.531 0.225 0.250 0.249 0.246
Mean dep var -19.94 -19.94 -19.94 -19.94 -19.94 -35.80 -35.80 -35.80 -7.721 -7.721 -7.721 -7.721
p-val: diff b/w interaction terms=0 0.00725 0.0401 0.570 0.0455 0.287 0.857 0.0150 0.262 0.851

Notes: “Later week” takes 1 if the firm was surveyed during May 15–17, and 0 if during May 8–9. “Suspension requested” indicates
firms whose industries were requested to suspend business in the prefecture. “B-to-C service” takes 1 if the firm’s industry is business-
to-consumer type service, and 0 otherwise. “Emergency lifted” indicates firms in the prefectures where the emergency state was lifted
on May 14.
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Table 6: Employment and investment (Q2) expectations (by survey week)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Emp. Emp. Emp. Emp. Investing Investing Investing Investing Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-

growth growth growth growth Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 investing investing investing investing
VARIABLES Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2 Q2

Later group -0.05 0.01 0.01
(0.50) (0.01) (0.01)

Later group x Suspension requested -0.63 -0.00 0.01
(0.84) (0.01) (0.01)

Later group x Suspension not requested 0.30 0.02* 0.01
(0.63) (0.01) (0.01)

Suspension requested -0.40 0.10*** 0.03***
(0.53) (0.01) (0.01)

Suspension not requested 0.62 0.08*** 0.04***
(0.44) (0.01) (0.00)

Later group x B-to-C service -0.07 0.01 0.01
(0.69) (0.01) (0.01)

Later group x Other industries 0.00 0.02 0.01
(0.73) (0.01) (0.01)

B-to-C service -0.45 0.08*** 0.03***
(0.46) (0.01) (0.00)

Other than B-to-C service 1.03** 0.09*** 0.04***
(0.51) (0.01) (0.01)

Later group x Emergency lifted -0.18 0.03** 0.01
(0.72) (0.01) (0.01)

Later group x Emergency not lifted 0.07 -0.00 0.00
(0.70) (0.01) (0.01)

Emergency lifted 0.41 0.07*** 0.04***
(0.48) (0.01) (0.01)

Emergency not lifted 0.10 0.10*** 0.03***
(0.49) (0.01) (0.00)

Employment growth Q1 1.00*** 1.00*** 1.00*** 1.00***
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Invested Q1 0.56*** 0.56*** 0.55*** 0.56***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Disinvested Q1 0.49*** 0.49*** 0.49*** 0.49***
(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Constant 0.25 0.09*** 0.03***
(0.34) (0.01) (0.00)

Observations 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,056 6,056 6,056 6,056 6,061 6,061 6,061 6,061
R-squared 0.387 0.396 0.396 0.395 0.330 0.492 0.492 0.493 0.194 0.242 0.243 0.243
Mean dep var -3.011 -3.011 -3.011 -3.011 -3.011 0.242 0.242 0.242 0.242 0.0601 0.0601 0.0601
p-val: diff b/w interaction terms=0 0.376 0.939 0.803 0.236 0.757 0.0461 0.727 0.828 0.559

Notes: “Later week” takes 1 if the firm was surveyed during May 15–17, and 0 if during May 8–9. “Suspension requested” indicates
firms whose industries were requested to suspend business in the prefecture. “B-to-C service” takes 1 if the firm’s industry is business-
to-consumer type service, and 0 otherwise. “Emergency lifted” indicates firms in the prefectures where the emergency state was lifted
on May 14.
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5 Can Subsidies Soften the Economic Damage of Anti-Contagion

Policies?

The central and local governments introduced several subsidy schemes to rescue firms amid the

COVID-19 crisis. In this section, we investigate whether these subsidy schemes helped the firms’

business and improved their expectations of business performance. By doing so, we evaluate whether

the direct subsidy could be a policy tool to soften the short-run economic side effects of the anti-

contagion policies. Specifically, we focus on three subsidy schemes: the business continuation

subsidy and short-time work compensation granted by the central government and the business

suspension subsidy granted by local governments.

To investigate the effects of these subsidy schemes, in the survey, we asked respondents how

likely they were to be granted each subsidy by the end of June 2020 on a scale of 0–100%. We use

these responses as the treatment variables for the subsequent analyses. As dependent variables, we

use the actual monthly sales growth in April and the managers’ expectations about second-quarter

sales, investment, disinvestment, employment, and prospects for survival. We also study the effects

of the subsidies on each firm’s adoption of measures, such as temporary business suspension, per-

manent business closure, temporary employment suspension, permanent business section closure,

and cutting suppliers and buyers, as well as reactive measures, such as facilitating information tech-

nology, starting working from home, online sales, and developing new products and services. We

use indicator variables of the adoption of these measures as the dependent variables of the analysis.

Furthermore, we inspect what kind of firms tend to have higher prospects of receiving the subsidy,

conditional on the eligibility criteria. In particular, the policymakers were concerned that some of

the managers might not be aware of the subsidy or the application process was too complicated and

uncertain for some small business managers. If there is such informational friction, whether the

managers can rely on the expert advice on the subsidy application should matter for the manager’s

prospect of receiving the subsidy. In the survey, we asked the managers who they regularly con-

sulted about management issues: (tax) accountant, board members, family, bank, owner, managers

in the same sector, trading partners, commercial association, and the local government. We study

whether the difference in the source of information can affect the prospect of receiving the subsidy.

5.1 Business Continuation Subsidy

Local average treatment effect of the subsidy The treatment variable Tit is the subjective

probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy from the central government. A firm

can receive the subsidy only if there was a month when sales were more than 50% lower than in

the same month of the previous year. Therefore, we can consider a fuzzy regression discontinuity

design for identifying the local average treatment effect of the perceived probability of receiving the

business continuation subsidy. We use the minimum of monthly sales decline from January to April

in 2020 as the running variable with the cutoff point at the value of -50%. The first part of Figure

7 demonstrates how the perceived probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy relates
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to the worst monthly sales changes in the first 4 months of 2020, which clearly shows that the

probability of subsidy receipt jumps at the value of -50%. This change is statistically significant.

First, we identify the effects on the subjective probability of business continuation until the end

of 2020, the planned employment growth from the end of 2019 to the end of June 2020, and the

investment and disinvestment plans from April to June 2020. The second to fourth parts of Figure

7 represent how these variables are associated with the worst monthly sales decline. The subjective

probability of continuing business jumps at the cutoff, whereas the jumps of other variables are not

evident. Table 7 shows the estimated treatment effects at the cutoff using Calonico et al. (2014).

The estimation results in the upper panel confirm that the subjective probability of continuing

business increases if the perceived probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy is in-

creased. According to the bias-corrected estimate, a 1% increase in the perceived probability of

continuing business increases the subjective probability of continuing business by 0.198%. In other

words, if the firm is sure to receive the subsidy, the business continuation probability increases by

19.8%. On the contrary, the effects on planned employment, investment, and disinvestment are

economically and statistically insignificant. From these results, it is found that the business con-

tinuation subsidy achieves its policy target and only its target: it enables small business managers

to continue the business but it is not large enough to change their employment and investment

policies.

Second, we study the effects on various measures that the managers took to respond to the

COVID-19 shock. The middle and bottom panels of Table 7 show that the exogenously increased

perceived probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy decreases the adoption of work-

ing from home, business suspension, and part or complete closure. That both the business sus-

pension and working from home decrease means that firms that expect to receive the business

continuation subsidy are more likely to implement working at the office. This result is not intu-

itive. On the contrary, the effects on the adoption of new information technology, expansion of

online sales, selection of suppliers, and introduction of new product and service are not signifi-

cant. The message from these results is the same as previously: the subsidy enabled small business

managers to maintain the current business, but it was not large enough to initiate new business.

Distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the subsidy Panel (a) of Figure 8

displays the distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy

by the end of June 2020. The colored bars are for respondents in the survey sent on May 8 and

the bordered bars represent respondents in the survey sent on May 15. There is little difference

between these two surveys. Thus, the partial lifting of the emergency state did not change the

distribution, which was stable over time. Approximately 49% of the respondents considered they

had no chance of receiving the subsidy. The fraction of respondents who answered that they had

already received or would certainly receive the subsidy is 24%, which is 43% of those who believed

they stood some chance. Meanwhile, the fraction of respondents who answered that they were

completely uncertain, with a probability of half, is 12%, which is 22% of those who believed they
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(a) Probability of business continuation subsidy

(b) Survival probability (c) Employment growth

(d) Positive investment (e) Positive disinvestment

Figure 7: Discontinuities at the worst monthly sales change of 50%
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Table 7: Effect of the probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy

(a) Business performance

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Survival

probability

Employment

growth Investment Disinvestment

Subsidy probability 0.198∗ 0.000848 -0.141 -0.0532
(0.116) (0.00105) (0.223) (0.138)

Observations 5691 6108 6086 6081

(b) Passive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Business
suspension

Business
closure

Employment
suspension

Business
Section
closure

Cut
suppliers

and buyers

Subsidy probability -0.334∗ -0.0708∗∗ 0.0562 -0.118∗∗ 0.270
(0.190) (0.0292) (0.180) (0.0559) (0.186)

Observations 6108 6108 6108 6108 6108

(c) Reactive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Facilitate
IT

Work
from
home

Online
sales

Develop

new product

and service

Subsidy probability 0.0155 -0.231∗ -0.0549 0.0324
(0.124) (0.137) (0.148) (0.144)

Observations 6108 6108 6108 6108

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. Employment growth is
log(expected employment at end-June 2020 + 1) divided by log(employment at end-2019). Positive investment is a binary
indicator of more than JPY 10,000 planned investment from April to June 2020. Positive disinvestment is a binary indicator
of planned disinvestment. Survival probability is the probability of continuing business (%) until the end of 2020. The
Conventional row shows estimates with the conventional variance estimator. The bias is corrected and the standard errors are
robust to heteroskedasticity. The treatment and dependent variables are all measured using percentage.
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had some chance.

The small business manager can receive the business continuation subsidy if the year-on-year

sales change is less than -50%. Nevertheless, even managers who already satisfied with this criterion

face some uncertainty. Panel (b) of Figure 8 compares the distribution of the subjective probability

between managers who are already satisfied with the criterion and those that are not. The colored

bars represent the distribution for the already eligible managers, which shows that substantially

more managers think they can receive the subsidy: however, nearly 29% of the eligible managers

still believe there is no possibility of receiving the subsidy and a sizable number of managers are

not 100% sure. In panel (c) of Figure 8, we restrict the sample to those who were not yet eligible

at the time of the survey, and compare those whose best expected year-on-year sales change from

April to June is below and above -50%. Because the only eligibility criterion is the year-on-year

sales change of less than -50%, the manager should be 100% certain about receiving the subsidy if

the best expected year-on-year sales change is below -50%. The figure shows that managers who

expect sales change below -50% believe they have a greater chance of receiving the subsidy, but

still are uncertain.

Table 8 further studies the determinants of the subjective probability of receiving the subsidy.

As the first five rows show, satisfying the eligibility criterion with the actual or expected sales

increases the subjective probability: however, other factors are also associated. First, the type of

business matters. We classify the business into non-service, business-to-business (B-to-B) service

business, and B-to-C service business, based on the nature of the business. Within B-to-C service,

we classify the business into sectors that are more likely and less likely to be affected by the

COVID-19 pandemic, based on the sector-level visitor measure in the U.S. The estimation results

show that the non-service sector considers there to be less possibility of receiving the subsidy than

the service sector does. Furthermore, within the service sector, B-to-B service considers there to

be less possibility of receiving the subsidy, and within the B-to-C service sectors, sectors that are

less likely to be affected believe this. Second, it matters what type the main business adviser

is. If a manager frequently consults a tax accountant, a bank, managers in the same sector, a

commercial association, or the local government, then the manager is more likely to believe that

the firm will receive the subsidy. If the manager frequently consults a trading partner, then the

manager believes less that the firm will receive the subsidy. These results indicate that information

friction, inattention, or lack of knowledge may be a barrier to the receipt of the subsidy.

5.2 Short-Time Work Compensation

Local average treatment effect of the subsidy The treatment variable Tit is the subjective

probability of receiving the short-time compensation from the central government. In this analysis,

we focus on samples with at least one employee at the end of 2019. First, we use the maximum of

monthly sales decline from January to April 2020 as the running variable with the cutoff point at

the value of -10%. The first part of Figure 9 demonstrates how the perceived probability of receiving

the short-time work compensation relates to the best monthly sales changes in the first 3 months
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Table 8: What increases the subjective probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy?

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Actual worst sales below -50 31.24∗∗∗

(1.061)

Actual worst sales below -50=0 × Expected best sales below -50=0 0 0 0
(.) (.) (.)

Actual worst sales below -50=0 × Expected best sales below -50=1 8.275∗∗∗ 8.105∗∗∗ 8.254∗∗∗

(1.583) (1.580) (1.574)

Actual worst sales below -50=1 × Expected best sales below -50=0 31.51∗∗∗ 31.02∗∗∗ 30.91∗∗∗

(1.712) (1.712) (1.706)

Actual worst sales below -50=1 × Expected best sales below -50=1 33.30∗∗∗ 32.52∗∗∗ 32.53∗∗∗

(1.236) (1.244) (1.241)

BtoC (more shock) 0 0
(.) (.)

BtoC (less shock) -5.100∗∗∗ -4.480∗∗∗

(1.451) (1.450)

BtoB -7.369∗∗∗ -7.437∗∗∗

(1.629) (1.638)

Non-service -6.739∗∗∗ -6.486∗∗∗

(1.516) (1.514)

Accountant/Tax accountant 4.542∗∗∗

(1.146)

Board members 1.716
(2.414)

Family 2.078∗

(1.196)

Bank 2.775
(2.442)

Owner 4.666
(5.896)

Managers in the same sector 2.828∗∗

(1.235)

Employees 1.455
(2.443)

Trading partners -1.250
(1.755)

Other financial intermediaries 6.281∗

(3.340)

Commercial association 7.930∗∗∗

(1.865)

Local government 8.926∗∗

(3.962)

Constant 26.32∗∗∗ 24.80∗∗∗ 30.11∗∗∗ 26.38∗∗∗

(0.614) (0.678) (1.303) (1.399)

Observations 6108 6108 6108 6108

R2 0.124 0.128 0.132 0.142

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. From BtoC (more shock) to Non-service are sector
dummies. From Accountant/Tax accountant to Local government are dummies of those the manager frequently consults about management of the
business. The reference group is managers who have no mentor.
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(a) By the survey date (b) Whether already eligible (c) Whether expected eligible

Figure 8: Distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the business continuation subsidy
by end-June 2020
Notes: Panel (c) restricts the sample to managers who were not yet eligible at the time of the
survey.

of 2020, which shows that the probability of subsidy receipt slightly jumps at the value of -10%.

However, this change is not statistically significant. Second, we use the April sales decline as the

running variable with the cutoff point at the value of -5%. The first part of Figure 10 demonstrates

how the perceived probability of receiving the short-time work compensation relates to April sales

changes, which shows that the probability of subsidy receipt slightly jumps at the value of -5%.

However, again, this change is not statistically significant. Table 9 displays the estimated effects of

receiving the short-time work compensation on several business activities: however, none of them

indicates a statistically significant effect. The coefficients of business suspension and employment

suspension are positive but not statistically significant. Because it is necessary to give leave to

employees, that these coefficients are not significant means that the subsidy was not attractive

enough for the managers to apply, because either the benefit was too low (only the employees could

receive the subsidy) or the cost was too high (the process was uncertain and complicated).

The distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the subsidy Panel (a) of

Figure 11 displays the distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the short-time work

compensation between the two survey dates. Again, there is little difference between the two

samples. In contrast to the business continuity subsidy, 69% of the managers consider there is no

chance or intention of receiving the short-time work compensation. Only 9.5% are 100% sure they

will receive the subsidy, which consists of 28% of those who believe some chance. Approximately the

same fraction of managers is completely uncertain. Panel (b) of Figure 11 compares the distribution

between managers whose April year-on-year sales changed below and above -5%. The subjective

probability slightly increases for managers whose firms passed the sales criterion, but the shift is

not as substantial as in the case of the business continuation subsidy. This finding indicates that

the other conditions may prevent managers from applying for the subsidy. Panel (c) of Figure

11 restricts the sample to firms that do not pass the sales criterion for April sales and compares

managers whose best expected sales from April to June is below and above -5%. This result shows
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(a) Probability of short-time work compensation

(b) Survival probability (c) Employment growth

(d) Positive investment (e) Positive disinvestment

Figure 9: Discontinuities at the cutoff of best sales change from January to March being below
-10%
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Table 9: Effect of the probability of receiving short-time work compensation at the cutoff of the
best sales change from January to March being below -10%

(a) Business performance

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Survival

probability

Employment

growth Investment Disinvestment

Subsidy probability 0.429 -0.0113 1.563 1.866
(1.325) (0.0249) (5.754) (5.255)

Observations 3148 3385 3374 3371

(b) Passive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Business
suspension

Business
closure

Employment
suspension

Business
Section
closure

Cut
suppliers

and buyers

Subsidy probability 1.339 -1.601 1.528 0.320 0.115
(3.894) (4.305) (3.177) (0.793) (1.286)

Observations 3385 3385 3385 3385 3385

(c) Reactive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Facilitate
IT

Work
from
home

Online
sales

Develop

new product

and service

Subsidy probability 0.583 1.048 0.306 0.393
(6.503) (2.395) (4.577) (1.327)

Observations 3385 3385 3385 3385

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. Employment growth is log(the
expected employment at the end-June 2020 + 1) divided by log(employment at end-2019). Positive investment is a binary
indicator of more than JPY 10,000 planned investment from April to June 2020. Positive disinvestment is a binary indicator
of planned disinvestment. Survival probability is the probability of continuing business (%) until the end of 2020. The bias is
corrected and the standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. The treatment and dependent variables are all measured in
percentages.
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(a) Probability of short-time work compensation

(b) Survival probability (c) Employment growth

(d) Positive investment (e) Positive disinvestment

Figure 10: Discontinuities at the cutoff of April sales change being below -5%
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Table 10: Effect of the probability of receiving short-time work compensation at the cutoff of April
sales change being below -5%

(a) Business performance

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Survival

probability

Employment

growth Investment Disinvestment

Subsidy probability -3.071 -0.00286 3.151 1.151
(5.928) (0.0121) (5.558) (1.553)

Observations 3148 3385 3374 3371

(b) Passive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Business
suspension

Business
closure

Employment
suspension

Business
Section
closure

Cut
suppliers

and buyers

Subsidy probability 0.772 0.278 0.145 -0.958 -0.0157
(1.684) (0.641) (1.732) (1.081) (0.943)

Observations 3385 3385 3385 3385 3385

(c) Reactive measures

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Facilitate
IT

Work
from
home

Online
sales

Develop

new product

and service

Subsidy probability -0.0488 -1.454 0.133 0.346
(1.319) (2.647) (1.014) (0.946)

Observations 3385 3385 3385 3385

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. Employment growth is
log(expected employment at end-June 2020 + 1) divided by log(employment at end-2019). Positive investment is a binary
indicator of more than JPY 10,000 planned investment from April to June 2020. Positive disinvestment is a binary indicator
of planned disinvestment. Survival probability is the probability of continuing business (%) until the end of 2020. The bias is
corrected and the standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. The treatment and dependent variables are all measured in
percentages.
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(a) By the survey date (b) Whether already passing the
sales criterion

(c) Whether expected passing the
sales criterion

Figure 11: Distribution of the subjective probability of receiving short-time work compensation by
end-June 2020
Notes: Panel (b) compares firms whose April sales dropped below and above -5%. Panel (c) restricts
the sample to managers who did not pass the sales criterion at the time of the survey.

that the subjective probability of receiving the subsidy is smaller among firms whose managers

expect to pass the sales criterion for April–June sales; this is in contrast to the result for the

business continuation subsidy. The result for the short-time work compensation suggests that the

manager may become reluctant to apply to the subsidy if the business performance is too poor to

satisfy the criterion, because the subsidy covers only a part of the leave allowance and is paid in

arrears, while employers need to prepare the paycheck in the meantime.

This interpretation is partly supported by the analysis of the determinants of the subjective

probability of receiving short-time work compensation. Table 11 shows that managers who fre-

quently consult their employees in their business have higher subjective probability of receiving the

short-time work compensation, which suggests that only managers with sufficiently keen interest in

employment and human capital apply for short-time work compensation. Similar to the analysis of

the business continuation subsidy, managers who frequently consult a tax accountant, a commer-

cial association, or the local government have higher subjective probability. Interestingly, managers

who regularly consult employees about the business responded that they had a higher probability

of receiving short-time work compensation. This means that managers who make extensive use

of a network can use short-time work compensation, because the subsidy is less well known and

complicated to apply.

5.3 Local Business Suspension Subsidy

Effects of business suspension and probability of receiving the business suspension

subsidy on managers’ expectations of business performance Now, we investigate how

the business suspension requests and the possibility of receiving the suspension subsidy affect the

managers’ expectations about performance in the April–June period. Because there is no cutoff

policy regarding the local business suspension subsidy, we cannot employ a regression discontinuity

design for identifying the causal effects of the business suspension request and subsidy. Instead, we
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Table 11: What increases the subjective probability of receiving short-time work compensation?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Subsidy

probability

Actual Jan-Mar sales below -10 4.900∗∗∗ 1.608 1.965 1.842 1.433 1.086
(1.130) (1.652) (1.652) (1.641) (1.641) (1.640)

Actual April sales below -5 4.525∗∗∗ 6.739∗∗∗ 6.732∗∗∗ 7.030∗∗∗ 7.192∗∗∗

(1.658) (1.765) (1.754) (1.759) (1.755)

Expected worst sales below -5 -4.757∗∗∗ -4.716∗∗∗ -4.558∗∗∗ -4.692∗∗∗

(1.318) (1.309) (1.308) (1.307)

emp q1 1.122∗∗∗ 1.110∗∗∗ 0.828∗∗∗

(0.164) (0.164) (0.175)

BtoC (more shock) 0 0
(.) (.)

BtoC (less shock) -5.208∗∗∗ -4.815∗∗∗

(1.617) (1.620)

BtoB -5.556∗∗∗ -5.653∗∗∗

(1.787) (1.800)

Non-service -1.206 -1.127
(1.690) (1.689)

Accountant/Tax accountant 2.464∗∗

(1.196)

Board members 2.534
(2.263)

Family -0.177
(1.293)

Bank 2.991
(2.360)

Owner 8.418
(5.289)

Managers in the same sector 0.614
(1.361)

Employees 7.079∗∗∗

(2.148)

Trading partners -0.159
(1.925)

Other financial intermediaries 5.183∗

(3.120)

Commercial association 4.887∗∗

(1.985)

Local government 5.555
(4.120)

Constant 16.36∗∗∗ 15.44∗∗∗ 16.45∗∗∗ 12.72∗∗∗ 15.94∗∗∗ 14.14∗∗∗

(0.781) (0.848) (0.891) (1.039) (1.597) (1.685)

Observations 3385 3385 3385 3385 3385 3385

R2 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.025 0.030 0.042

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. From BtoC (more shock) to Non-service are sector
dummies. From Accountant/Tax accountant to Local government are dummies of those the manager frequently consults about the management
of the business. The reference group is managers who have no mentor.
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exploit the (quasi-) panel structure in the data to identify the effects. To study this, we estimate

the following regression model:

Yi = β1(Business suspension)i + β2(Subsidy probability)i + µindustry(i) + πprefecture(i) + λweek(i) + εi,

(2)

where i refers to a firm; Yi is the firm manager’s expectation on one of the business performance

measures; industry (i) is that which the firm belongs to; prefecture (i) is the prefecture where the

firm is located; week (i) is the week of the survey for the firm, “(Business Suspension)i” is a

dummy that takes a value of 1 if the firm was subject to a business suspension request on the day

of the survey, and 0 otherwise; and Subsidy probability is the manager’s subjective probability of

receiving the business suspension subsidy. In this regression, we exploit the changes in the business

suspension status between the survey weeks. The standard errors are clustered at the prefecture

level.

Table 12 summarizes the estimation results. The top panel shows the estimation results on the

sales expectation. The estimated coefficients of subsidy probability indicate that the sales could

be 10–12% lower on a year-on-year basis if the manager is sure to receive the business suspension

subsidy. The effects are almost uniform on most likely, minimum, and maximum expected sales

growth. This suggests that firms whose managers believe they are highly likely to receive the sub-

sidy can suspend the business without caring about revenue. Thus, we can infer that offering the

suspension subsidy was an effective way of persuading managers to suspend the business. This is

particularly important if fines could not be imposed to enforce the business suspension. The middle

panel shows the estimation results for expected investment and disinvestment. The coefficients on

both investment and disinvestment were positively correlated with the subsidy probability: there-

fore, the resource reallocation could be facilitated with the suspension subsidy under the business

suspension. The bottom panel shows the estimation results on employment growth and survival

probability. Interestingly, the higher subjective probability of receiving the business suspension

subsidy is negatively associated with employment growth, but the impact is negligibly small. The

estimated coefficient on the survival probability is also negative and statistically significant. We

do not make a strong claim from these observations; however, one possible interpretation is that

the business suspension subsidy made small business managers close the business after the suspen-

sion and receipt of the subsidy. Meanwhile, the left of business suspension requests statistically

significantly increased the expected survival probability, by 4 percentage points.

Determinants of the subjective probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy

Finally, we briefly mention how the subjective probability of receiving the subsidy are related to the

information source of the managers. Similar to the subjective probability of receiving the business

continuation subsidy and the short-time work compensation, the subject probability of receiving

the business suspension subsidy is higher for managers who regularly consult (tax) accounts, a

commercial association, or the local government. Similar to short-time work compensation, there
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is a higher probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy for managers who regularly

consult employees. The unique feature of the business suspension subsidy is that managers who

regularly consult board members and managers in the same sector tend to hold higher probability

of receiving this subsidy type.

6 How would the Infection Containment Affect the Business in

the Medium Run?

In this section, we examine how the medium-run forecasts about the COVID-19 infection contain-

ment affect managers’ expectations about firms’ business performance. We use our survey measures

about the respondents’ expectations for 1) the most likely timing (year-month) when the number of

new infections reaches zero for the first time in Japan, 2) the most likely timing (year-month) when

a vaccine is used at mass scale in Japan, and 3) the probability that Japan will host the Olympics

in 2020–2021. Exploiting the quarterly panel structure of the expectation data, we attempt to

estimate the effects of these COVID-19-related forecasts on medium-run expected quarterly firm

sales growth, using a difference-in-differences approach.

Figure 14 displays the distribution of the managers’ expectations, indicating substantial vari-

ation across firms. Panel (a) of the figure shows the month when the number of new infections

is expected to become zero. According to the figure, 28% of firms anticipate that new infections

reach zero in the period July–September 2020, 17% of firms in the period October–December 2020,

and 12% of firms in the period of April–June 2021. 44% of firms expect the target after 2021.

Panel (b) of the figure represents the distribution of the month when a vaccine is expected to be

used at mass scale in Japan. 23% of the firms expect the period to be October–December 2020,

19% of firms April–June 2021, and 17% firms January–March 2021. Panel (c) of the figure shows

the distribution of the subjective probability that the Olympics will be hosted in Japan during

2020–2021. Of the firms, 26% expected at least a 60% chance of hosting the Olympics, while 47%

expected at most a 40% chance. The rest of the firms were uncertain, expecting a 40–60% chance.

As a first look, Panel (d) of Figure 14 shows the average quarterly sales growth by four groups

of respondents according to their expectations of when the number of new infections would reach

zero for the first time in Japan. The measure for Q1 is the realized sales growth and those for

Q2–Q4 are the expected sales growth, both relative to the same quarter in the previous year. On

average, across groups, the sales growth in Q2 is expected to decline by 20% relative to the same

quarter in the previous year, and it is expected to recover to -12% in Q3 and -8% in Q4. There

is some baseline difference in sales growth in Q1 by groups. However, the figure clearly indicates

that, for each group, the expected sales growth tends to improve in the quarter when managers

anticipate zero new infections for the first time.

To uncover how the managers associate the expectation about the infection containment with

their firms’ business performance, we treat the firm sales growth across quarters as quarter-firm

level panel data and first estimate the following equation:
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Table 12: Effect of business suspension and probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy

(a) Effects on sales expectation

(1) (2) (3)
Minimum
expected

sales
growth

Most likely
expected

sales
growth

Maximum
expected

sales
growth

Suspension 6.126 0.887 3.983
(4.126) (3.671) (3.543)

Subsidy probability -0.125∗∗∗ -0.0904∗∗∗ -0.128∗∗∗

(0.0232) (0.0199) (0.0183)

Constant -16.35∗∗∗ -6.310∗ 12.04∗∗∗

(4.010) (3.503) (3.921)

Observations 4542 5968 4542

(b) Effects on investment and disinvestment

(1) (2)
Investment Disinvestment

Suspension 3.779 2.755∗∗

(2.400) (1.286)

Subsidy probability 0.0815∗∗∗ 0.0512∗∗∗

(0.0181) (0.00957)

Constant 25.03∗∗∗ 2.514
(3.747) (2.753)

Observations 6083 6078

(c) Effects on other business performance

(1) (2)
Employment

growth
Survival

probability

Suspension 0.0269 -4.019∗∗

(0.0162) (1.661)

Subsidy probability -0.000358∗∗∗ -0.110∗∗∗

(0.000120) (0.0109)

Constant -0.0332 84.97∗∗∗

(0.0242) (2.415)

Observations 6105 5688

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1.
Standard errors are clustered at the prefecture level.
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(a) By prefecture

(b) By industry

Figure 12: Distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy
by end-June 2020
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Figure 13: Distribution of the subjective probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy
by end-June 2020

Table 13: What increases the subjective probability of receiving the business suspension subsidy?

(1)
Subsidy

probability

Accountant/Tax accountant 3.476∗∗∗

(0.933)

Board members 6.877∗∗∗

(1.921)

Family 1.226
(0.950)

Bank 0.157
(1.935)

Owner 3.008
(4.649)

Managers in the same sector 2.834∗∗∗

(0.978)

Employees 5.768∗∗∗

(1.923)

Trading partners -1.793
(1.393)

Other financial intermediaries 2.252
(2.635)

Commercial association 3.601∗∗

(1.498)

Local government 9.551∗∗∗

(3.140)

Constant 6.177∗

(3.195)

Observations 6108
R2 0.104

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. From Accountant/Tax
accountant to Local government are dummies of those the manager frequently consults about the management of the business.
The reference group is managers who have no mentor. The industry-specific and prefecture-specific fixed effects are controlled.
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(a) Distribution of expected month of no new infec-
tions in Japan

(b) Distribution of expected month when a vaccine is
used at mass scale in Japan

(c) Distribution of the subjective probability that
Japan hosts the Olympics in either 2020 or 2021

(d) Quarterly sales growth by timing of zero new in-
fections

Figure 14: Distribution of predicted timing of infections containment and Olympics
Notes: In panels (a)–(b), answers predicting the period after January 2023 are top-coded as 2023 January. In panel (d), firms
are divided into four groups by the quarter when they expect the number of new infections in Japan to reach zero for the first
time. For each group and each quarter, the figure shows the average sale growth (realized in Q1 and expected in Q2) relative
to the same quarter in the previous year.
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Yit =θ1,t(Zero infection in Q2)i + θ2,t(Zero infection in Q3)i + θ3,t(Zero infection in Q4)i

+ γ1,t(Mass use of vaccine in Q2)i + γ2,t(Mass use of vaccine in Q3)i

+ γ3,t(Mass use of vaccine in Q4)i + ai + ft + εit

(3)

where t (= 1, .., 4) represents quarters in 2020, and Yit is sales growth in quarter t relative to

the same quarter in the previous year, which is the realized value for Q1 and the expected values

for Q2–Q4. For each quarter k (= 2, 3, 4), “(Zero infection in Qk)i” is an indicator variable that

takes a value of 1 if the manager i anticipates first-time zero new infections in k-th quarter, and 0

otherwise. The omitted group of managers that is not explicitly included in the equation comprises

those expecting that the number of new infections will not drop to zero in 2020. Similarly, “(Mass

use of vaccine in Qk)i” is a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the manager i expects the mass

use of vaccines to start from the k-th quarter (for k = 2, 3, 4), and 0 otherwise. The omitted group

is managers who anticipate that it will take at least until 2021 for a vaccine to be used at mass scale.

We allow the coefficients of these indicators to vary across quarters, in practice by interacting them

with dummy variables indicating quarters for k (= 2, 3, 4). The baseline quarter that is not included

in the interaction terms is Q1. We control for the firm-specific constant unobserved growth rates

by the firm-specific fixed effects ai, and the unobserved macro-level shocks by the quarter-specific

fixed effects ft.

The idea behind this equation is that, if managers expect their sales to recover by a certain

amount due to the infection ending earlier or vaccine use, then the coefficient should indicate this

amount from the quarter when the managers expected it to occur, and 0 prior to that quarter.

Table 14 shows the results. First, estimating the equation only with the variables for zero-new

infections, column (1) indicates that the sales growth is expected to be around 1.6–3.8 percentage

points higher than in Q1 once there are zero new infections, relative to the baseline expected

condition. In column (2), we add the variables regarding vaccine use. Inclusion of these variables

leaves the coefficients of zero new infections interacted with quarter dummies, similar to column

(1). Interestingly, the coefficients of vaccine use tend to become large and significant in the quarter

prior to the quarter when a vaccine is expected to be used at mass scale. Although this is not the

case for managers expecting the vaccine to be used at mass scale from the second quarter, these

estimates could be erroneous owing to a small number of managers in this category (around 3% of

the sample). The reason for an increase in the coefficients from the prior quarter could be that the

firms expect the vaccine to be used at smaller scale in the prior quarter and this would be sufficient

for improving their firms’ business condition. In column (3), we additionally include groups of

managers who expect the vaccine to be used at mass scale from Q1 and Q2 2021 interacted with

quarter dummies. We observe a similar feature as above—the coefficients start to take up from the

quarter prior to the quarter when a vaccine is expected to be used at mass scale.

To summarize the above mentioned results by a simpler equation and to add more variables

later on, we next estimate the following equation:
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Yit =β1(After zero infection)it + β2(After mass use of vaccine)it

+ β3(After mass use of vaccine)it+1 + ai + ft + εit.
(4)

“(After zero infection)it” takes a value of 1 from the quarter when firm i expects zero infections

to be achieved for the first time, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, “(After mass use of vaccine)it” takes

a value of 1 from the quarter when firm i expects mass vaccination to become available, and 0

otherwise. Reflecting the results in the above, which indicate the importance of the initial use of

a vaccine prior to its mass use, we add “(After mass use of vaccine)it+1,” which takes 1 from the

quarter prior to the quarter when the firm expects the mass use of the vaccine.

The results are shown in Table 15 column (1). The coefficient of “(After zero new infection)it”

is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level. This finding implies that firms expect a

sales recovery of 2.6 percentage points when the number of new infections declines to zero. The

coefficient of “(After mass use of vaccine)it” is positive but small and statistically insignificant.

However, instead, “(After mass use of vaccine)it+1” is positive and statistically significant at the

1% level, suggesting that starting to use the vaccine is expected to improve sales by 2.69 percentage

points.

A potential concern for this analysis is that the results may be affected by general opti-

mism/pessimism of the respondents about COVID-19-related outcomes that may also be correlated

with sales growth expectations. We cope with this possibility in two alternative ways. The key

feature of the data that we use is that the sales growth in only the first quarter is realized sales

and all of the other sales growth outcomes are expectations.

To clarify our motivation, we rewrite the equation by first and later quarters:

For t=1,

Yit = ai + ft + εit (5)

where Yit is the actual sales growth. For t=2,3,4,

EYit = bi + β1(After zero infection)it + β2(After mass use of vaccine)it

+β3(After mass use of vaccine)it+1 + ai + ft + uit
(6)

where EYit is the expectation of sales growth, which is biased by unobserved optimism/pessimism,

bi. We assume that bi is constant across future quarters.

If “After zero infection” or “After mass use of vaccine” is correlated with bi (e.g., optimistic

managers are more likely to expect higher growth and higher chance of having “After zero infec-

tion”), then pooling Q1–Q4 and not controlling for bi will bias the estimate of β1, even if we control

for firm fixed effects.
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Table 14: Quarterly sales growth by timing of zero new infections and vaccine use

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES Sales growth Sales growth Sales growth

Zero new infection in 2020Q2 × Q2 -0.42 -0.84 -0.80
(2.08) (2.13) (2.14)

Zero new infection in 2020Q2 × Q3 3.09 2.40 2.18
(1.97) (2.02) (2.03)

Zero new infection in 2020Q2 × Q4 3.74* 2.54 2.28
(1.98) (2.02) (2.03)

Zero new infection in 2020Q3 × Q2 -2.08 -2.29 -2.25
(1.44) (1.47) (1.47)

Zero new infection in 2020Q3 × Q3 3.17** 2.68* 2.48*
(1.37) (1.39) (1.39)

Zero new infection in 2020Q3 × Q4 3.85*** 3.24** 3.01**
(1.36) (1.37) (1.38)

Zero new infection in 2020Q4 × Q2 -0.92 -1.13 -1.14
(1.74) (1.75) (1.76)

Zero new infection in 2020Q4 × Q3 0.25 -0.40 -0.63
(1.59) (1.60) (1.61)

Zero new infection in 2020Q4 × Q4 1.66 0.94 0.66
(1.62) (1.62) (1.63)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q2 × Q2 0.82 0.46
(3.95) (4.07)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q2 × Q3 0.13 0.99
(3.89) (3.98)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q2 × Q4 3.63 4.56
(3.80) (3.90)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q3 × Q2 3.77* 3.41
(2.15) (2.34)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q3 × Q3 3.79* 4.63**
(2.06) (2.23)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q3 × Q4 5.19** 6.10***
(2.18) (2.35)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q4 × Q2 -0.17 -0.52
(1.51) (1.76)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q4 × Q3 3.35** 4.17**
(1.39) (1.62)

Mass use of vaccine from 2020Q4 × Q4 3.01** 3.90**
(1.39) (1.63)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q1 × Q2 1.10
(1.84)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q1 × Q3 2.41
(1.72)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q1 × Q4 3.29*
(1.69)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q2 × Q2 -2.18
(1.76)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q2 × Q3 0.45
(1.66)

Mass use of vaccine from 2021Q2 × Q4 -0.15
(1.65)

Observations 24,125 24,125 24,125
R-squared 0.725 0.726 0.726
Firm FE YES YES YES
Quarter FE YES YES YES
Mean dep var -11.21 -11.21 -11.21

Notes: This table uses the panel data of quarterly firm sales growth in Q1–Q4 2020. Sales growth in Q1 is the realized value,
while sales growth in other quarters refers to expectations of the business owner. All regressions control for firm fixed effects
and quarter fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
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Table 15: Difference-in-difference for quarterly sales growth: COVID-19, vaccine, and Olympics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Sales Sales Sales Sales Sales

growth growth growth growth growth
VARIABLES Q1-Q4 Q1-Q4 Q2-Q4 Q1-Q4 Q2-Q4

After zero new infectiont 2.63*** 3.11*** 3.22*** 2.86*** 2.94***
(0.72) (0.75) (0.83) (0.75) (0.83)

After mass use of vaccinet 0.73 0.61 0.68 0.25 0.22
(0.74) (0.76) (0.81) (0.76) (0.82)

After mass use of vaccinet+1 2.69*** 2.54*** 2.25*** 2.34*** 1.98**
(0.69) (0.74) (0.82) (0.74) (0.83)

D(0.4 < P(Olympic) < 0.6) × Q2 1.10
(1.51)

D(0.4 < P(Olympic) < 0.6) × Q3 1.77 0.74
(1.39) (1.23)

D(0.4 < P(Olympic) < 0.6) × Q4 3.07** 2.03
(1.38) (1.39)

D(P(Olympic) ≥ 0.6) × Q2 -0.38
(1.51)

D(P(Olympic) ≥ 0.6) × Q3 2.26 2.70**
(1.43) (1.23)

D(P(Olympic) ≥ 0.6) × Q4 4.01*** 4.51***
(1.44) (1.41)

No. quarters until zero new infections x After Q2 0.08 0.09
(0.07) (0.07)

No. quarters until mass use of vaccine x After Q2 -0.06 -0.05
(0.09) (0.09)

Observations 24,125 24,125 18,017 24,125 18,017
R-squared 0.725 0.725 0.853 0.726 0.854
Firm FE YES YES YES YES YES
Quarter FE YES YES YES YES YES
Mean dep var -11.21 -11.21 -13.49 -11.21 -13.49

Notes: This table uses the panel data of quarterly firm sales growth in Q1–Q4 or Q2–Q4 in 2020. Sales growth in Q1 is the
realized value, while sales growth in Q2–Q4 is expectation by the business owner. All regressions control for firm fixed effects
and quarter fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
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One way to cope with this issue is to control for proxy variables of bi only after Q2. As

proxy variables of bi, we use two variables: (1) the number of months until new infections become

zero and (2) the number of months until a vaccine is used at mass scale. Note that, while these

variables are used in the equation already, we now use these variables to control for the overall

level of expectations in all future quarters, rather than to capture the timing. These variables are

interacted with a dummy variable that takes 1 during Q2–Q4, that is, future quarters. The results

of controlling for these variables are indicated in column (2). The results change only a little, and

the coefficients of the control variables are statistically insignificant.

An alternative way to deal with the optimism/pessimism issue is to drop Q1 and keep controlling

for firm fixed effects. In this way, assuming that bi on sales growth rates is constant across future

quarters Q2–Q4, we can control for bi + ai altogether. Therefore, in this specification, we set

the baseline quarter as Q2, and estimate the effect of COVID-19-related expectations on the sales

growth in Q3 and Q4 relative to Q2. This result is shown in column (3). Again, the results are

robust to this specification.

We also examine the effect of the expectation about whether Japan will host the Olympics. In

the survey, the managers were asked to indicate their subjective probability that Japan would host

the Olympics in either 2020 or 2021. We group the answers into P (Olympic) ≥ 0.6 (“likely”), 0.4 <

P (Olympic) < 0.6 (“uncertain”), and P (Olympic) ≤ 0.4 (“not likely”). Using P (Olympic) ≤ 0.4

(“not likely”) as the base group, we interact them with quarter dummies after Q2. In column (4),

we control for the proxy variables of optimism/pessimism using all quarters. In column (5), we use

only Q2–Q4. In both results, the coefficients of P (Olympic) ≥ 0.6 × Q4 are the largest (4.0–4.5

percentage points) and statistically significant at the 1% level. The coefficients of P (Olympic) ≥
0.6×Q3 and 0.4 < P (Olympic) < 0.6×Q4 are the second largest with the size of the coefficients in

the range of 2.0–3.1 percentage points. The relative sizes of the coefficients make sense, because the

timing of the Olympics is expected to be in late 2020 at the earliest, and therefore, the expectation

about the Olympics should have the largest effect in Q4. Even so, the overall magnitude of the

results is surprising given that our sample consists of small-sized firms, and around 91% of them

indicated no direct connection between their business and the Olympics.

Overall, these results show that firms are expecting their recovery processes to depend signif-

icantly on an end to COVID-19 infections as well as to the likelihood of hosting the Olympics in

Japan. This suggests that the shape of the recovery (e.g., V-shaped or L-shaped) is expected to

depend significantly on the trajectory of infection containment.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we analyzed how anti-contagion policies to contain COVID-19 in Japan, the declara-

tion of the emergency state, and the subsequent business suspension requests damaged business in

the short run, thereby highlighting the short-run trade-off between epidemiological and economic

goals among anti-infection policies. Then, we investigated whether direct payments to firms granted
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by local governments to rescue firms achieved their goals. Some subsidy schemes seemed to work,

but a comparison across subsidy schemes in this study indicated that the scheme should be simple

and transparent to be effective. Finally, we assessed how small business managers understood the

relationship between infection containment, mass vaccination, and hosting of the Tokyo Olympics

with their business performance in the future. The results indicated that stringent short-run strin-

gent anti-contagion policies might not contradict longer-run economic goals.

There are several limitations to this study. First, the data are mostly about expectations rather

than actual economic outcomes. By focusing on managers’ expectations in this study, we proposed

a research framework to answer important policy-relevant questions in the midst of ongoing crisis.

However, the analysis should be followed up by further analysis using data on the actual economic

outcomes. We aim to continue this survey on a quarterly basis throughout 2020. Second, the sample

of this study was restricted to small businesses in Japan. Although we focused on small businesses

because they seem to be the most vulnerable to the COVID-19-induced economic crisis and many

economic support policies in Japan targeted them, an analysis covering larger firms as well as

households is necessary to fully understand the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and

the subsequent anti-contagion policies.
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A Appendix

A.1 Data cleaning

To detect inconsistent and contradictory answers, first, we restricted the sample to respondents who
answered that their current job was still the top manager. Some of the respondents who registered
as managers may be currently not working or unemployed. Second, we restricted the sample to
respondents whose number of employees, including the manager, was no greater than 20. This is
the definition of a small business by the Japanese government. Third, we dropped samples whose
response time was too short, that is, under 10 percentile of all response time, which is approximately
4 minutes. Fourth, we dropped samples whose answers on the number of employees in the survey
was substantially inconsistent with the pre-registered information. Specifically, we did not use
samples whose answers on employee numbers differed by 3 among 13 ranks (less than 5, 5–9, 10–19,
20–29, 30–49, 50–99, 100–199, 200–299, 300–499, 500–999, 1,000–2,999, 3,000–4,999, and 5,000 or
more) between the pre-registered number and the number at the end of 2019 or between the end
of 2019 and the end of March 2020.

Furthermore, we modified the answers to correct the potential response errors. In particular, if
the answered earliest date of the lifting of the emergency state was given as after the answered latest
date, it was likely that the individual meant the opposite. In this case, we flipped the answers:
the earliest date for the latest and the latest for the earliest. We applied the same modifications
to the containment date of the COVID-19 outbreak and the start of the mass vaccination against
SARS-Cov-2. For the same reason, if the minimum sales prediction outnumbered the maximum
sales prediction, we flipped the answers: the largest values for the maximum sales and the lowest
values for the minimum sales. Because we asked for predictions about the growth rate of sales and
most of the rates were negative, some respondents mistook the highest and lowest sales predictions.
Some respondents seemed to answer the sales changes by normalizing the sales in the last year
at 100 rather than at 0. We detected such cases by the following criteria: the answered sales
growth in January was above 70 and none of the values for sales growth in February, March, or
April were non-negative. When we detected such respondents, we replaced the numbers with those
representing the changes around 0. Regarding the expected sales, we used the following criteria:
the answered sales growth in January was above 70, none of the values for sales growth in the
second, third, and fourth quarters was non-negative, and the sales growth in April minus 100 was
between the minimum and maximum predicted Q2 sales. Again, we replaced the numbers with
those representing the changes around 0.

A.2 Balancing tests

The results of the balancing tests of the respondents and the whole sample are shown in panel (a)
of Table A1. The respondents are likely to operate smaller companies, to be older, and to be men.
Panel (b) in Table A1 presents the balancing tests between consistent samples used in this analysis
and all respondents. The sample used in this analysis tends to have fewer employees, less capital
and sales, and more older male managers. Panels (c) and (d) in Table A1 show that there are no
differences in employment, capital, sales, investment, manager’s status (manager or self-employed),
age, and sex between the samples surveyed earlier in the week and later in the week.
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Table A1: Balancing tests

(a) Balancing tests between the whole sample and respondents

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES ln(firm emp) ln(estab emp) ln(caiptal) ln(sales) age male

respondent -0.10*** -0.09*** -0.09*** -0.10*** 3.06*** 0.11***
(0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.14) (0.00)

Observations 26,561 26,556 20,067 20,877 28,169 28,169
R-squared 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.017 0.016
Mean dep var 1.501 1.415 1.524 3.924 52.04 0.775

(b) Balancing tests between the respondents and the sample used in this analysis

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES ln(firm emp) ln(estab emp) ln(caiptal) ln(sales) age male

satisfying criteria 0.09*** 0.07*** 0.16*** 0.17*** 0.54** 0.03***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.04) (0.03) (0.22) (0.01)

Observations 9,219 9,176 7,173 7,710 9,224 9,224
R-squared 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.001
Mean dep var 1.236 1.196 1.306 3.684 55.30 0.872

(c) Balancing tests between the sample earlier in the week and later in the week

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES ln(firm emp) ln(estab emp) ln(caiptal) ln(sales) age male

later group -0.01 -0.01 -0.05 -0.02 0.10 0.00
(0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.25) (0.01)

Observations 6,108 6,086 4,886 5,256 6,108 6,108
R-squared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mean dep var 1.079 1.067 1.191 3.528 55.45 0.879

(d) Balancing tests between the sample in the earlier group and later group (corporate/self-
employed, sales, and investment)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
expected expected expected expected

sales growth sales growth sales growth sales growth
in Jan 2020 in Feb 2020 in March 2020 in April 2020

lifted compared to compared to compared to compared to investment
VARIABLES self-employed on May 14 the last year the last year the last year the last year in Q1¿0

later group 0.00 -0.00 0.67 0.11 0.05 1.68 0.00
(0.01) (0.01) (0.62) (0.72) (0.98) (1.22) (0.01)

Observations 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,108 6,076
R-squared 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mean dep var 0.802 0.476 -0.0359 -3.040 -10.42 -18.63 0.269

Notes: “Satisfying criteria” in Panel (b) means the sample satisfying criteria except for employment size, because
only firms with 20 or fewer employees are used in this analysis. “Later group” in Panels (c) and (d) indicates samples
from the later survey sent on May 15 compared with the samples from the earlier survey sent on May 8.
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A.3 Effects of the Business Suspension Request on Development of New Infec-
tions and Human Mobility

Figure A1 demonstrates the daily evolution of the business suspension requests, subsidy, and the
number of new infections and human mobility at several facilities. Both the fraction of industry and
prefecture with business suspension request and subsidy increased from around April 11, peaked
in early May, and then started to decline following the partial lifting of the emergency state. The
number of new infections, on the contrary, peaked at around April 11, and then gradually declined
toward the middle of May. The human mobility data come from the Google mobility index. The
index represents the changes from the day-of-week median in each type of facility. In retail and
recreation facilities and workplaces, mobility was below the historical median throughout April and
May. On the contrary, mobility in residential areas was higher. Mobility in parks, grocery stores,
and pharmacies was around the median. There was a substantial drop in mobility in workplaces
and an increase in residential areas around May 1: this is because of the consecutive national days
in this week, called the “Golden Week”, which is not controlled in the Google mobility index.

To examine the effects of the business suspension request on human mobility, we estimate the
following regression model:

Yit = β1(Suspension)it + β2(2-weeks m.a. suspension)it + µi + λt + εit, (7)

where i refers to a prefecture, t refers to a date, and Yit is one of the mobility indexes in
prefecture i on date t. “(Suspension)it” is the fraction of industries whose business suspension was
requested in prefecture i on date t and “(2-weeks m.a. suspension)it” is the moving average of the
suspension status in the last 2 weeks. We include this term because people may be tired of staying
at home, and the effects of the suspension request may gradually diminish. The prefecture-specific
fixed effects µi and the date-specific fixed effects λt are both controlled for. Because the estimates
for mobility may be biased by the Golden Week, we also estimate the model with a restricted
sample up to April 27.

Table A2 summarizes the estimation results. The upper panel shows the result when data in
all periods from April 1 to May 15 are used. The results show that the business suspension request
immediately reduces mobility at retail and recreation facilities by 19.2 percentage points and by
35.4 percentage points in the workplace. The business suspension request also reduces mobility in
grocery stores and pharmacies by 5.0 percentage points; this decline is smaller than in the overall
retail sector, possibly because of the daily need to stay at home. Mobility in residential areas, on
the contrary, immediately jumps by 10.6 percentage points. The coefficients on the 2-week moving
average of the suspension status are statistically significantly positive for retail and recreation
facilities and parks. The magnitude is especially high for parks. Thus, a long stay within the home
seems to make people tired and make them feel like going out. The bottom panel shows the result
with the restricted sample using data from April 1 to 27 to exclude the effects of the Golden Week.
The results are qualitatively similar.

Next, we investigated the evidence for whether the business suspension request, which seemed
to cause the reduction in mobility, successfully slowed down the development of the COVID-19
infection process. Because the infection process is complicated and dynamic, there is no widely
accepted agreement about what numbers should be tracked to monitor the infection process. In this
analysis, we used the following three measures: the log of new infections plus one, the log of daily
growth of new infections, and the log of new infections per the cumulative sum of new infections
in the last week. We expected each of the numbers to capture the different types of dynamics in
the infection propagation process. We estimated the following reduced-form model:
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(a) Suspension request (b) Suspension subsidy

(c) New infection (d) Mobility change

Figure A1: Suspension request, new infections, and mobility
Notes: The suspension subsidy is in JPY 10,000. The mobility is in percentage points change from
the historical day-of-week median.

(Infection)it = β1(Suspension)it + µi + λt + εit, (8)

where “(Suspension)it” is either the 2-week lag or moving average of the business suspension
status. Table A3 summarizes the estimation results. Columns (1)–(2) display the results for
the log of new infections plus one: the number of new infections declined approximately 4% if a
complete business suspension was implemented. Columns (3)–(4) display the results for the log
of daily growth of new infections. For this measure, again, only the coefficient of the 2-week lag
of suspension status was statistically significant. Thus, a complete business suspension could slow
down the growth rate by 1.2%. Columns (5)–(6) summarize the results for the log of new infections
per the cumulative sum of new infections in the last week. We found no statistically significant
results for this measure.
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Table A2: Effects of suspension requests on human mobility

(a) All periods

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Retail

and recreation

Grocery

and Pharmacy Parks Workplaces Residential

Suspension -19.18∗∗∗ -4.948∗ 7.807 -35.36∗∗∗ 10.64∗∗∗

(4.279) (2.811) (11.61) (5.206) (1.741)

2-weeks m.a. suspension 13.54∗∗ 1.040 56.52∗∗∗ 2.624 1.063
(6.657) (4.353) (18.95) (4.641) (2.177)

Constant -13.26∗∗∗ -2.261∗∗∗ 1.821 -7.413∗∗∗ 5.565∗∗∗

(0.556) (0.737) (2.458) (0.454) (0.185)

Observations 2070 2070 2070 2070 2070

(b) Up to April 27

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Retail

and recreation

Grocery

and Pharmacy Parks Workplaces Residential

Suspension -24.53∗∗∗ -10.03∗∗∗ 5.166 -39.86∗∗∗ 13.45∗∗∗

(4.201) (3.392) (14.57) (4.968) (1.786)

2-weeks m.a. suspension 22.72∗∗∗ -5.338 127.7∗∗∗ -16.02∗∗ -0.852
(6.965) (6.765) (27.43) (6.550) (3.152)

Constant -13.26∗∗∗ -2.261∗∗∗ -10.45∗∗∗ -7.413∗∗∗ 5.565∗∗∗

(0.557) (0.750) (2.527) (0.443) (0.180)

Observations 1242 1242 1242 1242 1242

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. Standard errors are clustered at
the prefecture level. The mobility data are the percentage change from the day-of-week median at each facility. The mobility
data are from the Google mobility index: https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/index.html?hl=en (accessed on June 9,
2020). Prefecture-specific and date-specific fixed effects are controlled. The data are from April 1 to May 15 in the top panel
and to April 27 in the bottom panel.

Table A3: The effects of suspension requests on infections

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

log of

new infection
+ 1

log of

new infection
+ 1

log of

new infection
growth

log of

new infection
growth

log of

new infetion
per

last-week sum

log of

new infetion
per

last-week sum

2-weeks m.a. suspension -3.741∗ -1.250 -0.474
(1.919) (0.827) (2.293)

2-weeks lag suspension -4.493∗∗∗ -1.240∗∗∗ -0.704
(1.105) (0.456) (1.313)

Constant 1.850∗∗∗ 1.846∗∗∗ 0.299 0.298 0.312 0.312
(0.116) (0.115) (0.178) (0.178) (0.296) (0.293)

Observations 1159 1159 956 956 558 558

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. ∗∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗ for p < 0.05, and ∗ for p < 0.1. Standard errors are clustered
at the prefecture level. Prefecture-specific and date-specific fixed effects are controlled.
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Table A4: Expectations about the timing of zero new infections by survey week

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Most Most Most Most Earliest Earliest Earliest Earliest Latest Latest Latest Latest Range Range Range Range
likely likely likely likely month month month month month month month month of of of of

VARIABLES month month month month months months months months

Later group 0.13 0.25 0.30 0.03
(0.23) (0.19) (0.28) (0.20)

Later group x Suspension requested -0.10 0.21 -0.08 -0.28
(0.39) (0.30) (0.46) (0.33)

Later group x Suspension not requested 0.25 0.28 0.53 0.20
(0.29) (0.24) (0.34) (0.25)

Suspension requested 9.97*** 6.15*** 15.54*** 9.41***
(0.26) (0.20) (0.32) (0.23)

Suspension not requested 9.69*** 6.20*** 15.18*** 9.01***
(0.20) (0.16) (0.24) (0.17)

Later group x B-to-C service -0.04 0.24 0.12 -0.11
(0.32) (0.26) (0.38) (0.28)

Later group x Other industries 0.31 0.27 0.50 0.17
(0.34) (0.27) (0.40) (0.29)

B-to-C service 9.97*** 6.24*** 15.50*** 9.26***
(0.22) (0.17) (0.26) (0.19)

Other than B-to-C service 9.59*** 6.12*** 15.11*** 9.04***
(0.23) (0.18) (0.27) (0.20)

Later group x Emergency lifted -0.14 0.28 0.19 -0.10
(0.35) (0.28) (0.40) (0.29)

Later group x Emergency not lifted 0.38 0.24 0.41 0.15
(0.32) (0.25) (0.38) (0.28)

Emergency lifted 10.35*** 6.46*** 15.74*** 9.30***
(0.24) (0.18) (0.28) (0.20)

Emergency not lifted 9.28*** 5.93*** 14.92*** 9.02***
(0.21) (0.17) (0.26) (0.19)

Constant 9.79*** 6.18*** 15.31*** 9.15***
(0.16) (0.12) (0.19) (0.14)

Observations 6,095 6,095 6,095 6,095 5,840 5,840 5,840 5,840 5,854 5,854 5,854 5,854 5,858 5,858 5,858 5,858
R-squared 0.000 0.540 0.540 0.541 0.000 0.439 0.439 0.439 0.000 0.683 0.683 0.684 0.000 0.591 0.591 0.591
Mean dep var 9.854 9.854 9.854 9.854 6.308 6.308 6.308 6.308 15.46 15.46 15.46 15.46 15.46 9.167 9.167 9.167
p-val: diff b/w interaction terms=0 0.466 0.454 0.268 0.840 0.939 0.912 0.289 0.487 0.687 0.244 0.489 0.532

Notes: “Later week” takes 1 if the firm was surveyed during May 15–17, and 0 if during May 8–9. “Suspension requested” indicates firms whose industries were requested to
suspend business in the prefecture. “B-to-C service” takes 1 if the firm’s industry is business-to-consumer type service, and 0 otherwise. “Emergency lifted” indicates firms in
the prefectures where the emergency state was lifted on May 14.
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Table A5: Expectations about the timing of mass use of vaccines by survey week

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
Most Most Most Most Earliest Earliest Earliest Earliest Latest Latest Latest Latest Range Range Range Range
likely likely likely likely month month month month month month month month of of of of

VARIABLES month month month month months months months months

Later group 0.84*** 0.71*** 0.91*** 0.20
(0.19) (0.16) (0.23) (0.17)

Later group x Suspension requested 0.63** 0.56** 0.62 0.06
(0.31) (0.26) (0.38) (0.28)

Later group x Suspension not requested 0.97*** 0.79*** 1.07*** 0.28
(0.24) (0.20) (0.29) (0.22)

Suspension requested 11.25*** 7.92*** 17.10*** 9.24***
(0.21) (0.18) (0.26) (0.19)

Suspension not requested 11.03*** 7.80*** 16.75*** 9.01***
(0.16) (0.13) (0.21) (0.15)

Later group x B-to-C service 0.77*** 0.65*** 0.89*** 0.24
(0.26) (0.22) (0.31) (0.23)

Later group x Other industries 0.93*** 0.77*** 0.92*** 0.15
(0.28) (0.23) (0.34) (0.25)

B-to-C service 11.14*** 7.86*** 16.89*** 9.10***
(0.18) (0.15) (0.22) (0.16)

Other than B-to-C service 11.08*** 7.82*** 16.87*** 9.10***
(0.19) (0.15) (0.24) (0.18)

Later group x Emergency lifted 0.93*** 0.73*** 0.87** 0.14
(0.28) (0.24) (0.34) (0.25)

Later group x Emergency not lifted 0.77*** 0.68*** 0.94*** 0.26
(0.26) (0.21) (0.32) (0.23)

Emergency lifted 11.26*** 7.99*** 17.06*** 9.12***
(0.19) (0.16) (0.24) (0.18)

Emergency not lifted 10.98*** 7.70*** 16.72*** 9.07***
(0.18) (0.14) (0.22) (0.16)

Constant 11.11*** 7.84*** 16.88*** 9.10***
(0.13) (0.11) (0.16) (0.12)

Observations 6,094 6,094 6,094 6,094 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,800 5,831 5,831 5,831 5,831 5,832 5,832 5,832 5,832
R-squared 0.003 0.710 0.710 0.710 0.003 0.651 0.651 0.651 0.003 0.794 0.794 0.794 0.000 0.668 0.668 0.668
Mean dep var 11.52 11.52 11.52 11.52 8.184 8.184 8.184 8.184 17.32 17.32 17.32 17.32 17.32 9.193 9.193 9.193
p-val: diff b/w interaction terms=0 0.397 0.657 0.674 0.462 0.721 0.878 0.350 0.953 0.870 0.517 0.801 0.730

Notes: “Later week” takes 1 if the firm was surveyed during May 15–17, and 0 if during May 8–9. “Suspension requested” indicates firms whose industries were requested to
suspend business in the prefecture. “B-to-C service” takes 1 if the firm’s industry is business-to-consumer type service, and 0 otherwise. “Emergency lifted” indicates firms in
the prefectures where the emergency state was lifted on May 14.
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